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This issue of Ankuran (Volume 1 Issue 2, January 2023) is dedicated to 

Prof. (Dr.) Arun Paul Choudhury 
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Prof. (Dr.) Arun Paul Choudhury was born on 30 November 1960. 

He studied two years Pre-University in Gurucharan (GC) College, 

Silchar and joined Silchar Medical College (SMC) for MBBS in 1977. 

He was in state service for some time. He did MD in 1990. Dr 

Choudhury joined as Registrar in SMC and was in Assam Medical 

College (AMC), Dibrugarh for some time as Registrar. He came 

back to SMC as Assistant Professor and then became Associate 

Professor in SMC itself. He was posted as Professor and Head of 

the Department, Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology (O&G), 

Dhubri Medical College (DhMC) on 27 April 2022. 

Dr Choudhury was the President of Teachers’ Association of SMC 

from 2019 to 2022 and ex-President of Silchar O&G Society as well 

as Advisor. He was a great Rotarian. He was attached with Siva 

Sundari Narisikshasram, oldest charitable women’s hospital. He did 

a lot for the Barak valley region and was loved by all. We have lost a 

great soul. Dr Choudhury was a brilliant teacher, academician, 

clinician, renowned endoscopic surgeon, noble human being, and a 

perfect gentleman. It is a big loss to our DhMC family, including the 

students and medical fraternity as a whole. Though we got him for a 

short duration due to his untimely death, but he made a remarkable 

mark in the hearts of all. 

Death is something inevitable. When a man has done what he 

considers to be his duty to his people and his country, he can rest in 

peace. What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have lived. It 

is what difference we have made to the lives of others that will 

determine the significance of the life we lead. We pray to God for 

his soul to rests in eternal peace. We wish his family immense 

strength and peace in life. 
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ড াঃ পুলিন চন্দ্র কুম ৰ ধুবুৰী লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয়ৰ শৈিয লচলিৎস  লবভ গৰ মুৰব্বী 

অধয পি । 

 

 

ড াঃ হ ৰুন অি ৰলচদ্ ধুবুৰী লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয়ৰ উপ অধীক্ষি-১ । 
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ড াঃ দ্ীপজ্য লি বৰ  ধুবুৰী লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয়ৰ মজন লচলিৎস  লবভ গৰ 

সহি ৰী অধয পি । 

 

 

ড াঃ বন নী ডডি  ধুবুৰী লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয়ৰ ৈৰীৰলবদ্য  লবভ গৰ সহি ৰী 

অধয পি । 

 

Dr. Mohammed Saiful Alam is Demonstrator at 

Department of Anatomy in Dhubri Medical College. 

 

 

ড : ধমমি ন্ত কুম্ভি ৰ ধুবুৰী লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয়ৰ ডৰ গলবদ্য  লবভ গৰ মুৰব্বী 

অধয পি । 

 

Dr. Heemanshu Shekhar Gogoi is Demonstrator at 

Department of Physiology in Dhubri Medical College. 

 

 

Student 

 

Divyajyoti Das is first batch MBBS student of Dhubri 

Medical College. 

 

Barsha Nath is first batch MBBS student of Dhubri 

Medical College. 
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ভ গমৱ ড্য লি দ্ স ধুবুৰী লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয়ৰ প্রথম চ ম এম, লব, লব, এচ 

ছ ত্র । 
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From the Principal’s desk...... 

Frailty assessment in elderly… an approach to healthy ageing 

The whole world is experiencing the epidemiological and 

demographic transition over the last few decades. The pace of 

transition varies between and within countries; however, the 

transition is happening much later but much faster in the developing 

countries. It has been projected that by 2050, majority (80%) of 

world’s elderly will live in developing countries, and China and India 

will contribute more than one third of that number. The rising life 

expectancy is a matter of celebration for any nation, however in 

absence of far sightedness in care planning, the negative impact of 

this transition is huge and taxing. The resource disparities and 

changing socio-cultural context, i.e., moving to nuclear families, 

intergenerational issues, rapid urbanisation and increasing 

intergenerational tension like ‘young cannot pay for old’ have 

deteriorated the situation further. The impact of this increased life 

expectancy may not be only in terms of exponential increase in 

morbidities, impairments and disabilities, hospitalisation and 

institutionalisation; it may affect drastically the entire social support 

system.  The philosophy of elder care has changed to ‘adding life to 

years’ as already we have added years to life. This philosophy can 

only be realistic through maximising the quality of life (QOL) which 

is determined by the ability of the elderly to maintain autonomy and 

functional independence. Although through preventive 

interventions, the enhancement or maintenance of QOL is possible, 

however, this is a least discussed/less explored topic amongst the 

care providers. 
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QOL is affected by the state of frailty. Frailty is a state of health that 

determines a person’s vulnerability to any stressors. It’s a valid 

predictor of incapacitation and loss of reserve, which is easily 

recognisable by physicians. Various definitions have been put 

forward by various authors or schools. However, there is no 

consensus on defining frailty. A clinical state in which there is an 

increase in an individual’s vulnerability to developing negative 

health-related events (including disability, hospitalisations, 

institutionalisations, and death) when exposed to endogenous or 

exogenous stressors.[1] However, this definition cannot be used as 

an operational definition for identification of frail elderly. So, much 

accepted clinical definition is a state characterised by muscle 

weakness; fatigue; slowed motor performance; low physical 

activity; and unintentional weight loss.[2] The challenge is the 

identification and capturing of this kind of multiple symptoms and 

signs of various systems through standard medical evaluation. This 

requires not narrowly a standard medical evaluation, but a 

multidimensional approach with more broad assessment and 

resolution. 

Frailty affects all aspects of health, namely physical, psychological, 

cognitive, social, emotional, spiritual, economic, and nutritional 

domains, a reversible state, at least in its initial stages. Even then, 

frailty is not getting due attention amongst the physians, public 

health persons, researchers and policy makers. Research is also 

limited in this regard. Various studies from India have reported the 

prevalence of frailty that ranged from 11% to 58% using various 

frailty measurement tools.[3-5] 

However, through effective intervention or screening at primary 

level by Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment (CGA) approach, the 

medical, psychological and functional capability of a frail older can 
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be determined and a co-ordinated plan can be developed. In this 

CGA approach, along with the physical/medical, the other domains 

like functional, psychological/cognitive, socio-environmental are 

evaluated. While assessing the physical domains, along with 

traditional history and examination, the assessment for vision, 

hearing, incontinence, falls, gait, nutrition, and detailed medication 

history is mandatory. Mental domain is assessed for cognition and 

depression by using various tools like mini mental state examination, 

clock drawing test, geriatric depression scale, etc. However, this can 

be also assessed roughly by asking few questions on memory 

impairment, behavioural changes, orientation, etc. The functional 

domain is assessed by various scales like Barthel Index, Katz Index, 

etc. However, a primary care physician or a nurse can evaluate the 

functional domain by asking and observing his ability to perform 

independently the basic activities of daily living (going to toilet, 

feeding, continence, etc.) and instrumental activities of daily living by 

observing the ability to perform activities requiring higher 

coordination (marketing, money management, use of transport, 

medication management, etc.). Gait and balance can be assessed by 

simple timed up and go test if the physician is not sure of the 

person’s gait and balance stability. Assessment for age friendly 

environment (ground surfaces, furniture, lighting, bathroom, etc.) is 

crucial for prevention of frailty. In assessment of social domains, 

resource eligibility, financial assessment, caregiver burden, elder 

abuse, etc. are reviewed for better care plan of frail elderly. 

Assessment of all domains is the rule for a geriatric frail patient as 

multiple overlapping problems of frailty affect the functional status 

necessitates assessment across several domains. Identification and 

management at the very early stage is crucial as it will reduce all the 

adverse health outcomes. 

Are we on the right direction in providing elder care in India? 
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Probably, no. The reasons behind are unawareness and lack of 

understanding of holistic care approach, ageism, limited research, 

etc. The World Health Organization in its global policy on ageing 

clearly spelt the need for improvement of QOL and promotion of 

active and graceful ageing and reaffirmed its philosophy on active 

and graceful ageing. 

What we can do as care provider, researcher to improve QOL with 

our limited resources? 

At this point, the way forward shall be more research to validate the 

frailty measuring tools in Indian settings. There are various tools for 

screening of frailty. Rather than using the tools validated in different 

settings, having own tool tested and validated in Indian primary care 

setting shall be more useful and realistic. At the same time, capacity 

building of care providers for CGA approach is crucial. At the same 

time, the teaching and training of MBBS students should comply 

with the minimum competencies required for assessment of elderly 

patient like testing for grip strength, gait and balance, etc., which will 

be a boost in primary care settings. 

References 
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Prof. (Dr.) Anku Moni Saikia 

Principal cum Chief Superintendent, 

Dhubri Medical College and Hospital, 

Dhubri 
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From the Superintendent’s Desk...... 

“Good Morning”, “Good Evening”, “Thank You”, “Welcome”, 

“Empathy”, “Sympathy”… these are not the words attached to our 

day-to-day life but these are our lifeline. We belong to a profession 

where an individual as a single unit cannot sustain and cannot 

progress. It is the cumulative effort of all branches through which 

we are required to give comprehensive care to the needy. Having 

said that, I also want to express that we are required not only to care 

about the patients, but we also need to take care and remain 

concerned about our own fraternity people, be it a doctor, nursing 

staff, paramedic or ancillary staff. Medical science is always a team 

work and the outcome of our effort, though presumed in all cases, 

remains always with an attached string of uncertainty. And that 

attached string of uncertainty can be minimised only when we can 

have a coordinated approach with cooperation from all branches 

and streams in our field. Though this field is called a “science”, we 

still cannot guarantee that ‘two’ plus ‘two’ will always become ‘four’. 

It may sometimes become ‘three’ or sometimes ‘five’ and hardly 

‘four’. Our effort should be on to prevent getting a result beyond 

our presumption. On many occasions in our profession, we talk 

about ethics. Ethics is something which is not required to be talked 

about, but it needs to be developed in oneself. It reflects our attitude 

towards everything in our professional as well as personal life. A 

self-regulated mechanism through which we express ourselves 

before all others so that the dignity of the profession as well as the 

reputation of the field remain head high. I hope, the Dhubri Medical 

College and Hospital (DhMC&H) and the people associated with it 

will be a good example of coordinated team work showing highest 

level of ethics, care and concern for all other such institutions and 

profession. With all the best wishes for a prosperous new year and 
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with expectation of having more and more progress of DhMC&H in 

terms of all required qualities and expansion, I rest my expression 

before the almighty for giving all of us the strength to continue our 

services uninterruptedly with love and care for each other. 

 

 

 

Prof. (Dr.) Gunajit Das 

Superintendent, 

Dhubri Medical College and Hospital, 

Dhubri 
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Vision and Mission of Dhubri 

Medical College and Hospital 

 

VISION OF DHUBRI MEDICAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL 

“Excellence in Medical education, Research and Patient care” 

MISSION OF DHUBRI MEDICAL COLLEGE & 

HOSPITAL 

1. To provide “State of the Art Medical Education” which can 

be transformed into best healthcare practices to meet the needs 

of the community. 

2. To support and conduct high quality research to bring out the 

innovations in healthcare. 

3. To deliver high quality, patient-centred, advanced care for the 

sick through the “State of the Art” hospital facility. 
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EDITORIAL 

New ideas and fresh minds 

Dr. Shyamanta Das, Dr. Dina Raja, Dr. Tapan Sarma 

We believe that “new ideas come from fresh minds before they are 

bogged down by conventional thinking.”[1] That new freshness was 

in abundance as soon as the first batch of Bachelor of Medicine 

Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS) students lit up the Dhubri Medical 

College (DhMC) campus. Transilience 2022 (Figure 1), the banner 

under which the freshers illuminated the arena was just one of the 

series of events. 

 

Figure 1: Transilience 2022. 

Whether it was the World AIDS Day celebration or the plantation 

drive to commemorate the 400th birth centenary of Lachit 
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Barphukan, and for that matter, the Christmas and New Year 

evenings, all exhibited their enthusiasm in full bloom (Figures 2-5). 

 

Figure 2: The World AIDS Day celebration. 

What more, when our beloved Superintendent sir, Prof. (Dr.) 

Gunajit Das came up with the idea of starting a literary club and 

asked for suggestions regarding the name for the same, the creativity 

of the new freshers was palpable through the innovative names 

suggested and their deep-rooted meanings explained. We have used 

those names to decorate the different sections of this issue of 

Ankuran, the newsletter of DhMC (January 2023, Volume 1 Issue 2). 

Varnika, suggested by Divyajyoti Das, “the Sanskrit version of ink or 

pen, meaning purity of gold,” is the poetry section. Barsha Nath 

suggested Agniv, “the meaning is bright as light since our college has 

brought a sign of hope to make this area a brighter one” and this is 

the scientific section. Pratibimbh was suggested by Snigdha Roy, 

“meaning reflection because literature is mostly reflection of one’s 

vision” and this covers the essay section. Ruwad Pegu came up with 
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Jhankar “which means chime or resonance. Resonating the 

knowledge of one’s soul” and this is the drawing section. Anal Jyoti 

Deka suggested Uttarayan “which means north-ward movement, 

mostly used with sun’s movement, which could also be meant like 

moving forward always, and it also is a film by Pramathesh Chandra 

Barua.” This decorates the story section. 

 

Figure 3: The plantation drive to commemorate the 400th birth 

centenary of Lachit Barphukan. 

Happy reading! 

Reference 

1. OJPAS®. About the journal [Internet]. 2010 [cited 2023 Jan 17]. 

Available from: https://www.ojpas.com/about-the-journal.html 
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Figures 4 and 5: Christmas and New Year evenings. 
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Varnika 

(Poetry section) 

“The Sanskrit version of ink or pen, meaning purity of gold.” 

- Divyajyoti Das 
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সমবেত সংগীত 
ৰচনা, সুৰ - ডাাঃ পুবল্ন চন্দ্র কুমাৰ 

 

িমজস  ম  ড্ৌলিগমময় : 

িমজস  ম  ড্ৌলিগমময় : 

িমজস  ম  ড্ৌলিগমময় : । 

ধুবুৰী লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয় 

 লচলিৎস  লবজ্ঞ নৰ জ্ঞ নৰ আিয় 

  আর্ত্ম ্নৰ প ূঁ্ ৰ মজেজৰ 

   ৰলছম ইয় জিই (আলম) পুনযৰ আিয় 

    গলিম ম নৱ ডসৱ ৰ মহ িয় । 

বগ্রীব ৰীৰ ম  মহ ম য় ই আৈীষ লবি য় 

 প নব ৰীৰ মছল্জদ্ও ম নৱ ডপ্রমৰ ব নী ডস ূঁ ৱৰ ই 

  (গুৰু) ডেগ ব হ দুৰৰ গুৰুদ্ব জৰওূঁ 

   সম ্ সম্প্রীলিৰ লন্ৰ  ডব ৱ ই 

    নহয় ইয় ৰ ডেন ি হ লনও িয় 

     গলিম ম নৱ ডসৱ ৰ মহ িয় । 

ডগৌৰীপুৰৰ প্রলিম ই আল্ও (ম জি) লৰলিয় ই 

 গদ্ ধৰৰ ডি ৱ ি ড ৌজৱ ি জিই ডস ৱূঁৰ ই 

  ধুবুনীৰ ঘ েি ডনি ই আল্ও লবন ই 

   ডবউি ৰ িথ জি লধয় ই 

নৰন ৰ য়ন আৰু লচি ৰ য়ৰ 

 িয গ, বীৰত্ব আৰু স হসৰ 

  চ জনলি অগ্রগ মী েুদ্ধ্য়ৰ 

   নহয় ইয় ৰ ডেন ি হ লনও ক্ষয় 

    গলিম ম নৱ ডসৱ ৰ মহ িয় । 
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কথা কবেতা 
ডাাঃ হাৰুন অল্ ৰবচদ 

তুবমবতা এোবৰা ককাৱা নাইবকয়া 

ডম ৰ চকু্ুলৰজয় ডহজন  িথ  িয় ! 

মইজি  ডম ৰ চকু্ুলৰ ডি ম জিই এলৰ আলহলছজি ূঁ  ! 

িুলমজি  এব জৰ  ডি ৱ  ন লছি  । 

ডি ম ৰ চ ৱলনি মই লবিীন শহ শগলছজি , 

িুলমজি  এব জৰ  ডি ৱ  ন লছি  । 

নীি ভ গভীৰি ৰ ম ্ি স্বগীয় সুখ লভি ষী মজন লি লবচ জৰ, 

িুলমজি  এব জৰ  ডি ৱ  ন লছি  ॥ 

ডিৱি অন্তাঃসলিি  ্ুলৰটিৰ দ্জৰ মজন মজন লচৰ প্রব লহি শহ ৰ’ি  ! 

িুলমজি  এব জৰ  ডি ৱ  ন ইলিয়  ॥ 
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২ 

ৰ লিপুৱ ই টিলিচজি খং উঠিি, 

ডছহ: ৈীিি ি বুলিজয় চ হ ডদ্ ি নী্ন 

ইম নপজৰ শুই থ লিব ি জগজন? 

ছ জৰ স ি ব ল্জিই ! 

চ হ প নী খ ই লডউটিলি ওি বৰ হ’ডিই ।। 

লস ডবে  লনি ি ম লৰ শুজয় আজছ ! 

মজয়  ডে মস্ত লন:ি ম্ম , 

কূে জে জি দুে  িলৰব ডন ৱ জৰ  । 

উপ য়লবহীন শহ ি ি ্গ জি , লস নুজে ! 

ডব জি “ি ৰ লিব  দুখ ভ গৰ ন ইজন ? 

সদ্ য় সদ্ য় ডদ্ িমি লিজি 

ডৈ ৱলন প টি এলৰ ডম লি চ হ বন ব ডন ৱ জৰ” ।। 

আও ি ৰ িথ  শুন  ! 
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আলমজহ ড ক্তৰজব ৰৰ দুখ ভ গৰ ন ই ! 

ডেলিয় ই-ডিলিয় ই খ ন  পীন  এলৰ, 

অি ে  িি ে  ! 

ডবম ৰী চ , হলিি ি চ  ! 

ইহ ডবে ৰ িথ  চ  ! 

লস ডব জি ডম ি চ হ িলৰ খুৱ ব ডন ৱ জৰ । 

মই লিব  ম গন  খ ইজছ  ডন ? 

দ্স্তুৰ মজি পইচ  লদ্ খ ইজছ , 

ব িীও ন ই !!! 

মইজহ দুলনয় ৰ ঠিি  শিজছ  !!! 
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ডাাঃ অৰুণ পাল্ কচৌধুৰী 

ড াঃ অৰুণ প ি ডচৌধুৰী আৰু ন ই ! 

খবৰজে জৱ ডম দ্ ব িৰুদ্ধ িলৰজি ।। 

আজপ ন্নি ডহজৰ ৱ ৰ ডবদ্ন ই মনজে  

ভ ৰ ক্র ন্ত িলৰ িুলিজছ । িমমস জত্র িগ প ইলছজি  

ধুবুৰী লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয়ি । 

সদ্ হ সযমুখ, অম লয়ি, ম নবদ্ৰলদ্, অল্পভ ষী । 

হে ত্ শুলনলছজি  ডবম ৰ বুলি 

মুম্ব ই ে ে  ডমম’লৰজয়ি হলিি িি ।। আৰু আল্ ......... 

লবজদ্হী আত্ম ৰ সদ্গলি ি মন  ...... 

লচলিৎসি সম ্ৰ এি অপ ৰণীয় ক্ষলি । 

আমীন ।। 
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An ode to gynaecologist from 

an infertile woman 

Barsha Nath 

I was waiting to observe the two lines 

And be the happiest in the world of mine. 

The expected result faints 

And I am worried again 

To realise to be infertile. 

Then you came with God’s blessings 

To introduce myself to this world. 

I just called you a “Gynae” 

But you have been an introducer- 

To so many new beings. 

Making everyone smile 

You are satisfied. 

Hence, an ode to owe you every time. 
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নতুন প্ৰভাত 

ভার্গৱ জ্যাতত দাস 

ন প্ৰভািৰ ন সূৰুযৰ 

ন বািগ া হািি লৈ 

বাটৰ বাধা , ৰ্নৰ তিধা 

বাটতি সকতৈা জৰ্াহাতৰ লৈ; 

জযৌৱনা এ্াক নীৈা চৰাই 

জসাণাৈী সত ানৰ প্ৰহৰী লহ, 

কুৰ্ৈীযা তকছু জ া্ জ ৈাইতছ 

ৈক্ষ্য ত তছ অসীৰ্লৈ !! 
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The poet in me 

Anal Jyoti Deka 

I think I might have lost the poet in me, 

Writing, Stanza one, Stanza two 

And... Maybe a useless Stanza three. 

It never mattered how I wrote, 

As long as I could express myself creatively. 

Rhyming words and a humming melody. 

A little emotional capacity. 

Maybe I lost the poet in me, 

I used to write for me and me only, 

The way I viewed the world, 

As a way to relieve my inner me. 

But slowly now, I write to be praised 

To be criticised histrionically. 

I lost the poet in me 

 

Now who even cares about my deepness, my darkness or my grief, 

It only matters if I put in some stylish alphabet mixtures 

Or a ‘wow how unique’ simile, 

A tough to crack metaphor somewhere maybe. 

Like a complete interpretation of people pleasing functionality, 

Now I can’t go two words without worrying I’d lose the virtual 

perfection I made of me, 

Dang, I’ve really lost the poet in me... 
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The midnight sky and me 

Anal Jyoti Deka 

The beautiful night sky, 

I wonder why. 

You seem to resemble loneliness. 

A midnight blueness. 

A scared void jewelled with stars, 

Like a battleground of my mental wars. 

The moon so pretty, 

You make it shine in your solitary 

The way you hide from daylight, 

Away from pain and people, 

You feel... somehow the same as me. 

Every time you come out, some many hearts you heal, 

A thousand hearts and million Instagram posts you reign, 

A gloomy castle filled with love for those who see, 

I am happy every time you are here with me. 
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She 

Anal Jyoti Deka 

As the night veiled out all the insecurities of the world, 

She shined even more gracefully. 

Doubled in beauty, 

She stood there in all her prime, 

The moon blushed when she used to smile, 

The scenery itself hugged her in. 

And at dawn I saw her again, 

Those were the prettiest eyes any heart could ever reflect, 

Even the atmosphere gasped, 

A letter of love untold I wrote, 

Unsent though, because I felt she should deserve much more... 
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नारी आवाज 

डेज ी़लिना मुमम ू

था नह ीं मन कभी लिखन ेका 
पर मजबूर हुई मैं, उस मााँ की टपकी हुई 

आाँसू से जो िगा है अपना सा, 
तो सुनो आज कह  ना कह  
ककतनों ने होगा चीखा चचल्िाया 
या दिि पे पत्थर रख के कहूाँ की 
ककतनों को तो उतना भी समझ होगा नह ीं आया 
आई ज़रूर है बात बाहर एक की 
पर िबाई गई हुई है आवाज़ बहुतों की 
कभी मौत, कभी पररवार कक इज़्जज़त का सवाि 

तो कभी सामाजजक व्यवस्था का बवाि 

यकीन है मुझे वो थी ना कमजोर 

वो तो आींत तक िड़ थी पर अफसोस 

उसके सामने था आिमखोर 

अरे राक्षस यह मत समझ की तु है ताकतवर 

ज़रा आाँख उठा और गौर कर 

आज भी वो ननकिती है बनके दििावर 
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तु है राक्षस, ना है तू ककसी का बेटा या भईया 
वरना पकड़ता नह ीं जबरिस्ती ककसी बहन की किईयााँ 
राक्षस तु क्या जाने, जाने तो बस हवस 

जा िेख उस मााँ को जो िड़ती है तेरे खखिाफ 

बाींध के शजक्त और साहस 

साि बीते, पर बििा ना कुछ 

अब एसे व्यवस्था की िेश मे आवाज़ उठाना है तुछ 

यहा बस आवाज गूींजती है तो मजहबी 
उसकी चीख तो सुन के भी अनसुनी ककया जाता है 

जब तक टूट ना जाए उसकी मजबूती 
पर अब बस ! 

ककतनों को होना पडे़गा मानसी या ननभभया? 

कहा बैच ि  िेश की व्यवस्थाओीं ने अपनी शमभ हया? 

बचके जीना है नह ीं हमें, खुिके हमें है जीना 
इसलिए बेट  बचाओ नह ीं, बनाओ िेश को बितकार  बबना। 
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Agniv 

(Scientific section) 

“The meaning is bright as light since our college has brought a sign 

of hope to make this area a brighter one.” 

- Barsha Nath 
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Pain clinic: a must for 

advanced healthcare 

Dr. Ratindra Kumar Barman 

Pain is second commonest complaint for which patients seek 

medical attention after the common cold and fever. Majorities of 

patients go to a general practitioner or other specialities for 

consultation and take painkillers for relief of pain and some resort to 

other non-allopathic ways like acupuncture, chiropractic, 

physiotherapy, yoga, meditation etc., thinking there is no way of 

treating pain by allopathic means. Some again fear complex spine 

and pain-related surgeries and associated complications. Ultimately, 

patients land in anxiety and depression. Pain is no more a sin now. It 

is only because of a lack of awareness among the population and 

treating practitioners, people tend to suffer more pain. The majority 

of the patients suffer from chronic low back pain, neck pain, 

multiple joint pain, headache, and different musculoskeletal pain. 

Ninety per cent of these pain can be treated with some lifestyle 

modifications, specialised pain medicine, image-guided targeted drug 

delivery (fluoroscopic and ultrasonography [USG]), where the most 

potent anti-inflammatory agents can be deposited exactly in the pain 

generators without any side effects and some regenerative therapies 

like platelet rich plasma (PRP), prolozone therapy which gradually 

heals the damaged tissues causing pain. 

Pain management is a new speciality of medicine, recognised as the 

34th speciality of medicine in the USA.[1] Pain management is a 

rapidly growing speciality of medicine concerned with the 

prevention of pain, evaluation of pain generators, and treatment and 
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rehabilitation of persons in pain. It meets the unmet need of the 

existing medical specialities, requiring specialised knowledge and skill 

to diagnose, and manage complex entity like chronic pain. This area 

of medicine has made significant strides, and newer management 

and interventional modalities have emerged. With the help of some 

cutting-edge minimally invasive interventional pain management 

technologies, pain that was once thought to be difficult to diagnose 

and manage can now be treated with ease or sometimes proper 

dosage of pain medicine. Some minimally invasive spine injections, 

ozone injection, and radiofrequency ablation technique is a major 

boost to relieve pain in the majority of cases. Thus, risky and 

expensive surgeries on the spine and other parts of the body can be 

avoided in 70-80% of cases.[2] 

What does a pain physician do? 

A pain physician is a trained doctor who has the knowledge and skill 

to diagnose the varieties of pain such as spine back, back pain, neck 

pain, arthritis, joint pain, nerve pain, cancer pain etc. and provide 

some minimally invasive non-surgical procedures to relieve pain or 

cure the disease. They perform some X-rays or computed 

tomography (CT) and USG guided some targeted non-surgical 

procedures so that the patients get maximum benefits. Thus, they 

can manage spondylitis or slip disc-related problems in an 

uncomplicated manner. They use ozone therapy or PRP injection in 

age-related joint pain (osteoarthritis) which is very beneficial, thus 

avoiding replacement surgeries in a majority of the cases. They 

perform different trigger point injections for muscle pain and nerve 

blocks needed in some intractable nerve pain and cancer pain.[2] 

Pain medicine is very popular in western countries and India; it is 

gaining popularity, mostly in the north-south part of the county. 
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Evolution of pain clinic 

The existence of pain predates the existence of humans. The word 

pain comes from the Latin word ‘poena’ which denotes punishment. 

The word patient is derived from the Latin word ‘patior’, which 

means to endure suffering or pain.[3] 

The current idea of a pain clinic is based on John J. Bonica’s theory, 

who is regarded as the founding father of pain care (1917-1994). The 

International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) was 

established as a result of the first International Symposium on Pain, 

which was organised under his leadership in Issaquah, Washington, 

from 21-26 May, 1973.[4,5] 

In an effort to recognise and distinguish the growing number of pain 

management, physicians who dedicated their effort to help patients 

in pain, Steven D. Walman officially coined the term “Interventional 

Pain Management” (IPM) in 1995. He wrote, “I had liberally 

borrowed the term IPM from our radiology colleagues.”[6] 

The World Institute of Pain (WIP) was formed in 1993 under the 

leadership of Prithvi Raj in 1993. WIP is a global forum for 

education, training, and networking to thousands of physicians who 

have dedicated themselves to the management of acute and chronic 

pain. WIP is an international organisation for pain physicians that 

facilitates the exchange of knowledge and practical expertise through 

the participation of the world congress. One of the striking goals of 

WIP is to provide an international examination for testing and 

certifying qualified interventional pain physicians. Successful 

candidates are awarded the prestigious Fellow of Interventional Pain 

Practice (FIPP).[7] 
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The present scenario in India 

The Indian chapter of IASP, the Indian Society for the Study of Pain 

(ISSP) was formed on 9th July 1984 in Varanasi and is very active. 

They provide the IAPM examination for the Indian version of FIPP 

and award the FIAPM degree. All candidates must pass MD or a 

diploma in Anaesthesiology.[8] The revised MD anaesthesiology 

curriculum by the National Medical Commission (NMC) 

(competency based postgraduate [PG] training programme for MD 

anaesthesiology released in September 2019 by earlier Medical 

Council of India [MCI]) also provides important training and 

understanding in chronic pain management.[9] The curriculum states 

that the MD anaesthesiology PG must possess and demonstrate 

abilities to manage chronic pain and practice different modalities of 

chronic pain management, including pharmacotherapy, non-opioid 

analgesia, interventional neuro-blockade, spinal opioids, neuro-

ablation, neuro-augmentation, physical therapy, psychotherapy, etc. 

They should be taught assessment of patients with pain, including 

history taking, physical examination and interpretation of 

investigations. 

Pain certification in India 

Post-Doctoral Certificate Courses (PDCC) (one year): 

• Benares Hindu University (BHU), Varanasi 

• Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical Science 

(SGPGI), Lucknow 

ISSP-pain accredited centre: 

• Daradia Pain Clinic, Kolkata 

• Choithram Hospital and Research Centre, Indore 
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• Artemis Hospital, Gurgaon 

• DY Patil Medical College, Navi Mumbai 

• Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, Mumbai 

DM in Pain Medicine has also been started in the All India Institute 

of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), Dehradun since last year and DM in 

palliative care is functioning at the Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai 

since 2012. 

Conclusion 

With 20% of the world’s lost disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), 

India has one of the highest disease burdens, and non-

communicable diseases are overtaking communicable diseases as the 

country’s main causes of morbidity and mortality. According to 

some, chronic pain is an epidemic that could lead to high DALYs, 

social burden, and economic decline if preventive and curative 

measures are put off.[10] 

Chronic pain problem, with a point prevalence of 13%, is one of the 

most common symptoms for which a patient visits a primary 

healthcare practitioner in India.[11] 

Pain clinic is emerging rapidly as safe and effective ways to manage 

different kinds of pain. A holistic approach to managing pain and a 

multidimensional approach is the most important task of all pain 

clinics and practising pain physicians. As we look for different 

specialist doctors for different diseases, why not a pain doctor for 

chronic pain? The time has come to look beyond. 

At last, the popular quote, “For all the happiness man can gain is not 

in pleasure, but rest from pain.” -John Dryden (1631-1700).[12] 
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Biomedical waste disposal: 

let’s not sweep it under the 

carpet 
Dr. Dina Raja, Dr. Runumi Choudhury, 

Dr. Basabdatta Choudhury, Dr. Harekrishna Nath, 

Dr. Swagata Roy, Dr. Rika Engtipi, Dr. Anindita Kurmi 

Young people everywhere have been allowed to choose between 

love and a garbage disposal unit. Everywhere they have chosen 

the garbage disposal unit. 

The above lines by French philosopher, film-maker and critic Guy 

Debord might not have been literal but it does highlight very 

effectively the importance, nay the utmost necessity, of proper 

disposal of waste. 

It is common knowledge that our planet is reeling under the effects 

of consumerism, one of the direct effects of which is the generation 

of huge amounts of non-biodegradable waste. If we shift our focus 

to the healthcare sector, we are presented with the dual problem of 

waste that is potentially hazardous as well as, for the most part, non-

biodegradable. 

Biomedical waste management (BMW) rules were formulated and 

published by the Government of India in its Gazette Extraordinary 

first in 1998[1] and subsequently in 2016,[2] with a modification 

being added in 2018. The newer rules have simplified the 

segregation of waste to the degree that it is actually achievable in real 

life situations. Moreover, it encourages the use of common 
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biomedical waste treatment facilities (CBMWTFs), making it 

compulsory for healthcare establishments to use one, if it is available 

within a 75 km radius. The compulsory hepatitis B vaccination of 

healthcare personnel is another welcome inclusion in this document. 

The spirit and direction of the BMW rules 2016 lean heavily towards 

recycling and energy recovery. All the biohazardous waste that 

cannot be incinerated are recommended to be recycled or sent for 

energy recovery as applicable (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Biomedical waste. 

From this we can gather that all categories of waste other than 

yellow, viz. red, blue and white can be sent for some form of 

recycling or energy recovery after pre-treatment at source. 

Understandably, this presents a great challenge – a challenge that lies 

in making sure that the right kind of waste finds its way into the 

right end process in a way that does not pose harm to the people 

who are generating and handling the waste. 

The challenge requires firstly that all categories of medical staff have 

an acceptable level of knowledge about the hazards of biomedical 

waste. This calls for periodic training and formal or informal 

interactions regarding BMW disposal among different categories of 
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healthcare workers. Secondly, but not less importantly, the required 

infrastructure starting from the most basic colour coded waste 

disposal bags, bins, hub-cutters, sharps containers, disinfectant 

solutions etc. to dedicated trolleys, vehicles, storage areas, equipment 

for pre-treatment and/or final disposal as applicable must be made 

available. 

At the time of formulation of the 2016 BMW rules, India was 

producing biomedical waste amounting to 550 tons per day (TPD). 

This was projected to increase up to 775 TPD by 2022.[3] Out of all 

the states and union territories of India, Andaman & Nicobar, 

Arunachal Pradesh, Daman & Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Goa, 

Ladakh, Lakhshadweep, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura are 

without any CBMWTF according to data updated till 2020.[4] 

Karnataka at 27, has the highest number of CBMWTFs in the 

country. The IMAGE (Indian Medical Association [IMA] Goes 

Eco-Friendly) facility in Kerala processes the highest amount of 

waste per day amounting to an average of 68,000 kg.[4] 

In spite of some encouraging developments, there is still a lot to be 

done in the area of BMW management. There is lack of data on 

whether the existing disposal facilities are quantitatively or 

qualitatively adequate for handling of the biomedical waste 

generated. There also seems to be lack of monitoring and 

enforcement of the BMW rules on the ground.[4] The gaps that 

need to be filled may be at the personal, institutional or 

administrative level. The commitment of the government or non-

governmental organisations to BMW handling and disposal will be 

energised if it can be made a profitable venture through recycling 

and energy recovery. In conclusion, the world, very much including 

the healthcare services, will need to fall back on the three ‘R’s – 

reduce reuse recycle for sustenance of life. 
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First laser procedure in Eye 

OPD 

Dr. Kabita Bora Baishya, Dr. Pranami Basyach 

This is to mention that a 36 years old female patient attended 

outpatient department (OPD) of Ophthalmology, Dhubri Medical 

College and Hospital (DhMC&H) who was a case of acute primary 

angle closure in left eye with primary angle closure suspect in right 

eye. Visual acuity in right eye (R/E) was 6/12 and in left eye (L/E) 

was 6/60. On slit-lamp examination of L/E showed marked ciliary 

congestion and shallow anterior chamber with narrow angle and in 

the R/E showed shallow anterior chamber. Intra-Ocular Pressure 

(IOP) in L/E was 38.6 mm Hg and in right eye was 20.4 mm Hg. 

Primary angle closure means apposition of peripheral iris against 

trabecular meshwork resulting in obstruction of aqueous outflow in 

an already narrow angle and definitive treatment is laser peripheral 

iridotomy (LPI). LPI re-establishes communication between 

posterior and anterior chamber by bypassing the pupillary block and 

immediately relieves crowding of angle. We started immediately with 

intravenous mannitol 200 ml and prescribed topical antibiotic-

steroid combination along with combined antiglaucoma therapy 

(beta-blocker + alpha-adrenergic agonist) and also oral carbonic 

anhydrase inhibitor. At one week follow-up, the left eye became 

quiet but IOP was 23.5. She was prescribed pilocarpine 2% (miotic 

therapy) for one week as she was planned for Nd:YAG LPI (Figure 

1). As we started miotic therapy, L/E pupil became constricted and 

Nd:YAG LPI (energy-3mj, A-125 with 3 pulse mode) was done after 

application of topical anaesthesia (Figure 2). Laser shot was done in 
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about 11 o’clock position just above midperiphery of iris in left eye 

(Figure 3). 

 
Figure 1: Nd:YAG laser machine. 
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Figure 2: Nd:YAG laser peripheral iridotomy (LPI). 

After one hour of laser done, again IOP checked in L/E and it was 

found to be 14.6 (normal IOP within range is ten to 21 mm Hg). 

She is the first patient to undergo laser therapy in the newly 

established Eye OPD Complex of DhMC&H after instalment of 

laser machine. She was again called after one week by giving 

medications and also to do prophylactic LPI in the fellow eye. In 

follow-up period also, her IOP was controlled and she was 

prescribed spectacles. At present, she has BCVA (Best Corrected 

Visual Acuity) in R/E 6/6 and in L/E 6/9 and controlled IOP 

without antiglaucoma medications. She was also advised for second 

sitting of LPI in L/E. 
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Figure 3: Laser shot was done in about 11 o’clock position just 

above midperiphery of iris in left eye. 
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এখন অটিবিক সমাজ, মানৱীয় প্ৰমূল্যবোধ 

আৰু নতুন েছৰৰ সংকল্প 

ডাাঃ দীপবজযাবত েৰা 

১৯৪৩ চনি লিও ডিন ৰ ( Leo Kanner) ন মৰ অলিয় ন মজন জৰ গ লচিৎসি এ্জন  

অটিল্ম্ (Autism) ন মৰ লৈশু ি িি আৰম্ভ ডহ ৱ  এি ডৰ গৰ লবষজয় ডিওূঁৰ 

ডিৌি হজি দ্দীপি গজৱষণ  পত্রি প্রি ৈ িজৰ লে ভলৱষযি প্র্ন্মৰ ব জব এি েুগ ন্তি ৰী 

আলৱষ্ক ৰ বুলি গণয হয় । ডিওূঁ অধযয়ন িৰ  এজন লৈশু সিিৰ ম ্ি লিছুম ন লনলদ্ম ষ্ট আৰু লবলচত্র 

ধৰণৰ িক্ষণ ডদ্খ  ডপ ৱ  গ’ি লেজব ৰ স্ব ভ লৱিভ জৱ লবি ৈ ডহ ৱ  লৈশু এটিৰ পৰ  সম্প ণম পৃথি 

আৰু বযলিক্রমী । Autism ৰ ‘Auto’ ম জন  ‘স্ব’ ব  ‘লন্ ’ আৰু ‘ism’ ম জন হ’ি ‘ির্ত্ ব দ্’ । 

অটিল্ম্ এজন এটি ‘স্ব-ির্ত্-ব দ্ী’ অৱস্থ  ে’ি এটি লৈশু ডিৱি ম ত্র লন্ৰ ম নলসি ্গিখনৰ 

ম ্জি বযস্ত থ জি আৰু ব লহৰৰ পৃলথৱীৰ িগি ডি জন  পলৰপক্ক অথমপ ণম সম্বন্ধ গলি িুলিব 

ডন ৱ জৰ আৰু বয়স ব লি ডে ৱ ৰ প ছজি  এজন আচৰণ িথ  বযৱহ ৰৰ পলৰবিম ন নহয় । 

ডিন জৰ লবৱৰণ লদ্য়  এজন লৈশুৰ িক্ষণসম হ চমুলি এজন ধৰণৰ:- লৈশুটিৰ ম ি ফুে  ডদ্লৰ হয়, 

সুলধ থ লিজিও িথ  নিয়, ভ িদ্জৰ ৈব্দজব ৰ স্ ই িথ  ডি ৱ  ব  ব িয এে  স ল্ বু্ ই 

ডি ৱ ি অসুলবধ  হয় । িথ  ি’ডিও এে  ব  দুে  ৈব্দজহ প্রি ৈ িজৰ । ডবজিগ ম নুহৰ িগি 

ডে গ জে গ ব  ভ ৱৰ আদ্ ন প্রদ্ নি অসুলবধ  হয় । সন্ত নটি অিজি থ লিবলি, অিজি ডখলিবলি 

ভ ি প য় । ম নুহৰ িগ ব  সংগ নিয় । মুজখজৰ লিব  লিলব ৈব্দ িলৰ লন্ৰ ম ্জি অিজি 

ডখজি, ফুলর্ত্ম  িজৰ । লিব  সুলধজি উর্ত্ৰ লনলদ্জয় । ব জৰ ব জৰ এজিে জি সুলধ থ লিবিগীয়  হয় । 

লে ডি জন  আজদ্ৈ, উপজদ্ৈ ব  অনুজৰ ধি আওি ণ িজৰ । লনজ্ ভ িজপ ৱ  ি মৰ ব লহজৰ অনয 

ডি জন  ি মজি মজন জে গ লনলদ্জয় । চকুি চকু নথয় ব  চকুলি ন চ য় । মৰম বুল্ ন প য় ব  

মৰম প্রি ৈ িলৰব ডন ৱ জৰ । ডি ি লি ন জহ ব  ডি জন  এে  বস্তুলি আিুলি ডে ৱ ই লনলবচ জৰ । 

এজিে  ি ম ব জৰ ব জৰ আৰু এজি ধৰজণ িলৰবলি লবচ জৰ । এজি ধৰণৰ ডখি ব  ডখি  স মগ্রী 
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ভ ি প য় । হ ি ি লি মৰ , ব গলৰ লদ্য় , এজি ডিইে  িথ ই শি থ লিবলি লবচ জৰ । ডিলিয় ব  

বুলদ্ধ িম হয় ব  ডবৌলদ্ধি লবি ৈ িম হয় । আখৰ লৈি ি অসুলবধ  হয় । লন্ৰ েত্ন লনজ্ ি’ব 

ডন ৱ জৰ । অনযমনস্ক আৰু অলস্থৰ ডহ ৱ  ব জব নিুন লনয়ম, িথ , ি ম আলদ্ লৈজি ৱ ি অসুলবধ  

হয় । 

ম নুহৰ মগ্ুজে  আনি অনুিৰণ আৰু অনুসৰণ (imitation) িলৰ লৈলিব পৰ  আৰু এই 

লৈিলনি ডব ধ ৈলক্তৰ সহ য়ি ভলবষযিৰ ব জব মনি ৰ লখ এজি ধৰণৰ ি মি লনপুণি  অ ম্ ন 

িলৰব পৰ  এি অলদ্বিীয় আৰু অস ধ ৰণ গুণৰ অলধি ৰী । স ধ ৰণভ জৱ চ বলি হ’ডি এই ি ম  

মগ্ুৰ ব জব অিযন্ত স্ব ভ লৱি আৰু ি ৰ ব জব ডি জন  ধৰণৰ অলিলৰক্ত প্রস্তুলি, অলভজ্ঞি  িথ  

প্রলৈক্ষণৰ প্রজে ্ন ন ই । লিন্তু প্রিৃিজি এই প্রলক্রয় জে  েজথষ্ট ্টিি । 

লভ.এচ. ৰ মচন্দ্রন (১৯৫১- ) হ’ি ভ ৰিীয় ম িৰ ডিমলি্ লবৈবলবদ্য িয়ৰ এ্ন প্রখয ি স্ন য় ু

শবজ্ঞ লনি িথ  লচলিৎসি । ‘ডফণ্টম ইন দ্য লিম্ব’ আৰু ‘ডেি ডেইি ডিইন’ ডিওূঁৰ  স্ন য়ুলবজ্ঞ ন 

সমন্ধীয় দুখন বহুপ ঠিি লবখয ি গ্রন্থ । ডিওূঁ প্রখয ি ডহ ৱ ৰ অনযিম প্রধ ন ি ৰণ হ’ি মগ্ুৰ 

লভিৰি থি  এলবধ লবজৈষ স্ন য় ুডি ষৰ ওপৰি িৰ  ডিূঁ ওৰ গৱষণ  । ডেলিয়  আলম ডি জন  এে  

ি ম িজৰ ূঁ  ডিলিয়  আম ৰ মগ্ুৰ সনু্মখ ভ গি অৱলস্থি (premotor cortex, posterior 

parietal cortex) লিছুম ন লনলদ্ষ্ট স্ন য়ুজি ষ উজর্ত্ল্ি শহ উজে । আজিৌ আচলৰি ধৰজণ 

ডদ্খ  গি ডে ডেলিয়  আলম এজিে  ি মজি ডবজিগ ডি জন ব ই িৰ  ডদ্জখ  ডিলিয় ও এজি 

স্থ নজৰ এজি ডিইে  স্ন য় ুডি জষই উজর্ত্ল্ি শহ উজে । এই লবজৈষ স্ন য় ু ডি ষ মণ্ডিৰ ন ম  

ৰখ  হ’ি “প্রলিলবম্ব ডি ষ” ব  “লমৰৰ লনউৰণছ” (Mirror Neurons) । এই িথ ৰ পৰ  

এইজে  প্রলিয়ম ন হয় ডে এে  ি ম অনুিৰণ িৰ  আৰু ি ি সুচ ৰুৰ জপ সম্প দ্ন িৰ ৰ ব জব  

মগ্ুৰ এজি ে ইজৰ লনলদ্ষ্ট আৰু এজিই লিছুম ন স্ন য়ুজি জষই দ্ য়ী । িদুপলৰ, লিব  এে  

মজন গ্র হী ি ম আলম লনজ্ িলৰজি লে আনন্দ ব  সুখ অনুভৱ িজৰ ূঁ  ডিজন এটি ি ম আজন িৰ  

ডদ্লখজিও আলম এজিই পলৰিৃলি ি ভ িলৰব প জৰ ূঁ  । উদ্ হণস্বৰ জপ এখন ফুেবি ডখি আলম 

লনজ্ ডখিপথ ৰি ডনজখলিজিও আজন ডখি  ডখি চ ই ডৰ ম লিি হ’ব পজৰ  । ডি জন  এ্ন 

বনু্ধ স ংঘ টিি লবপদ্ি পলৰজি ডিওূঁৰ মনস্তত্ত্বৰ িগি সমমলমমি  অনুভৱ িলৰ ডিওূঁৰ প্রলি 

সহ নুভ লিৈীি হ’ব পজৰ  আৰু এই সিজি লখলন সম্ভৱ শহ উজে “প্রলিলবম্ব ডি ষ”-ৰ সলত্রয়ি ৰ 
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ওপৰি । এজন প্রলিলবম্ব ডি ষজব জৰ সঠিি ভ জব ি ম িলৰ থ লিজিজহ আলম অনুিৰণ িলৰ 

লৈলিব প লৰম, ি ৰ পৰ  আনন্দ উপজভ গ িলৰব প লৰম, সিজি জৰ িগি সমমলমমি  অনুভৱ 

িলৰব প লৰম আৰু প ছলি এজন ি ম চ ই, লৈলি লনজ্ সম্প দ্ন প লৰব প লৰম । 

অটিল্ম্ অসুখি ডভ গ  লৈশুৰ এই প্রলিলবম্ব ডি ষজব ৰৰ লবসংগলি (Broken Mirror 

Neurons Theory) ডহ ৱ  ডদ্খ  ে য় । ফিি অনুিৰণ ব  নিি িলৰ লৈলিব পৰ  ক্ষমি ৰ 

অভ ৱ ডহ ৱ  ডদ্খ  ে য় । ি ৰ ফিি এজন লৈশু ভ ষ  জ্ঞ ন আয়র্ত্ িৰ , স ম ল্ি ৰীলি-নীলি 

লৈি , আনৰ মনৰ ভ ৱ বুল্ ডপ ৱ , আনৰ সুখ দুখ অনুধ ৱন িলৰ সহ নুভৱি  অনুভৱ িলৰবলি 

অপ ৰগ ডহ ৱ  ডদ্খ  ে য় । িগজি এজন লৈশুৰ ডি জন  এ্ন ম নুহৰ মুখ য়ব, ভ ৱ-ভংলগম , 

আদ্ৱ-ি য়দ্ , চ ি-চিন ডদ্লখ ডিওূঁৰ মন:স্তত্ত্বৰ অলভপ্র য় বুল্ ডপ ৱ ি অসুলবধ  আলহ পজৰ 

আৰু বিম ম নৰ বযস্তি প ণম পৃলথৱীখনৰ পৰ  উদ্ সীন শহ অনয এখন অিিৈৰীয়  পৃলথৱীি ব স 

িজৰ । বয়স ব লি ডে ৱ ৰ প ছজি  এই অসুলবধ জব ৰ লচৰস্থ য়ীৰ জপ থ লি ে য় । অটিলষ্টি লৈশু ব  

ডি ি এ্ন ম নবীয় সম্পিম  ব  সম্বন্ধজব ৰৰ প্রলি উদ্ সীন িথ  ভ ৱজিৈহীন ডহ ৱ  ডদ্খ  ে য় । 

ি ৰ লবপৰীজি ডিূঁ ওজি ি লন্ীব লনস্প্র ন (inanimate) বস্তুৰ প্রলি ডবলছ আিলষমি হয়। 

১৯৬০ চন ম নি “ডৰলি্ জৰজিদ্ ম িৃ” (Refrigerated Mother) ন মৰ এটি নিুন 

ধ ৰণ ৰ ্ন্ম িজি । এই ধ ৰণ ৰ সিয সিয েজথষ্ট লবিলিম ি েলদ্ও ইয় ি উি ই িলৰব পৰ  

লবধজৰ  নহয় । এই ধ ৰণ  অনুসলৰ লে লবি ি লপিৃ-ম িৃ (ব  লবজৈষলি ম িৃ) আজবলগিভ জৱ 

উদ্ সীন (cold), লনৰুজদ্বগ আৰু আব্দ ৰ ৈ ণয হয় ডিওূঁজি িৰ সলি-সন্তলিৰ স্বভ ৱ চলৰত্র আৰু 

মনস্তত্ত্বও ডিজনকুৱ ই আজবগৈ ণয ডহ ৱ ৰ সম্ভ ৱন  থ জি । অটিলষ্টি লৈশু সিিৰ মনস্ত লত্ত্বি 

লবজেষণৰ ডক্ষত্রি এই ধ ৰণ ই মনস্তত্ত্বলবদ্সিিি অলধি উৎস লহি িলৰ িুলিজি । 

শ্ৱলবৱিম জন ম নুহৰ মগ্ুৰ আন্তাঃগ থূঁলন মুখ -মুলখ িথ  বিৰ  আৰু ৈ ৰীলৰি আদ্ ন-প্রদ্ নৰ 

ব জব প্রিৃলিগিভ জৱ ৰ প ঙ্কণ িথ  প্রস্তুি িলৰ ডি ি  শহজছ । এ্ন ম নুহৰ স ম ল্ি আচ ৰ-

আচ ৰণি মগ্ুৰ সনু্মখ ভ গি থি  িজণ্টি িজেম ক্স ন মৰ অংৈজে জৱ লনয়লেি িলৰ ৰ জখ আৰু 

অন ি ংলক্ষি, ি ৎক্ষলণি প্রলিলক্রয় ৰ পৰ  পলৰলস্থলি স জপজক্ষ আম ি লবৰি িলৰ ৰ জখ । ডসই 

ি ৰজণ আলম মনি বহু িথ  িম বুলি ভ লব থি  স্বজত্বও ডিলিয় ব  সনু্মখি আলম প্রি ৈ িলৰব 
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ডন ৱ জৰ ূঁ  । আল্ৰ সময়ি ইণ্টৰজনে, স্ম েম জফ ন আৰু স ম ল্ি ম ধযমৰ অিয লধি বযৱহ জৰ 

ম নুহৰ ম ্ি বযৱহ লৰি অথমি ৈ ৰীলৰি দূৰত্ব বি ই িুলিজছ আৰু ম নুহ ডিৱি ম ত্র  এি 

অপ লথমৱ (virtual) সমন্ধ আৰু ডে গ জে গৰ দ্ব ৰ ইজহ সংজে ল্ি শহ থি  পলৰিলক্ষি শহজছ । 

স্ন য় ু লবজ্ঞ নী সিজি ডদ্খ  প ইজছ ডে এজন অপ লথমৱ ম ধযমি (ডেজন:- ডম ব ইি, ইন্ট ৰজনেি) 

লদ্য়  ব িম  , িথ -বিৰ  ব  ডে গ জে গৰ ডক্ষত্রি আম ৰ িজণ্টি িজেম ক্স ব ধ  লনজষধ আজৰ প 

িৰ ৰ ডক্ষত্রি ডমৌন ভ লমি  গ্রহণ িজৰ । ফিি সনু্মখি িব ডন ৱ ৰ  িথ  ব  িলৰব ডন ৱ ৰ  ি ম 

ডফচবুি, ৱ েছএপ, ইনষ্ট গ্র ম, ই-ডমইি, ডেলিজফ ন আলদ্ লে ডি জন  দূৰ-সংজে গী ডে গ জে গ 

ম ধযমি লবন লদ্বধ ই প্রি ৈ িলৰব পৰ  হয় । এই পলৰঘেন ি “চ ইব ৰ লদ্চইনলহলবছন” (cyber 

disinhition) বুলি ডি ৱ  হয় । এই “চ ইব ৰ লদ্চইনলহলবছন”-ৰ ি ৰজণই আল্ ডচৌলদ্জৈ 

বহুজি  ডবআইনী, অস ম ল্ি আৰু অপৰ ধ্লনি ি েমিি প ডহ ৱ  ডদ্খ  শগজছ । েুৱ  

উৈৃংখিি , পৰিীয়  ডপ্রম ব  ডপ্রম ্লনি ঘেন , উৰ ব িলৰ ব  লমছ  ব দ্-প্রলিব দ্-অপব দ্ৰ 

অনযিম প্রধ ন ি ৰণ হ’ি সহ্িভয ইন্ট ৰজনে আৰু এই “চ ইব ৰ লদ্চইনলহলবছন” । 

অলনচ্ছ িৃিভ জৱই স্ম েম জফ ন ব  স ম ল্ি ম ধযজম আম ৰ সম ্খন এলিয়  ি জহ ি জহ গ্র হ 

িলৰ ডপি ইজছ । ৮-১২ বছৰীয়  লৈশুৰ পৰ  আিৰ বৃদ্ধলিজি সনু্মখি এে  েে শি এি অদৃৈয 

অপ লথমব ম য় ্ িি আসক্ত িথ  লনচ গ্রস্ত ডহ ৱ  ডদ্খ  শগজছ আৰু ই এলিয়  নিুন 

স্ব ভ লৱিি ি পলৰণি শহ পলৰজছ । ডিৱি ক্ষজন্তিীয়  ি লয়ি সজম্ভ গ ি েমৰ ব লহজৰ ব িী 

ডক্ষত্রি আলম এ্নৰ পৰ  আন্ন আজবলগিভ জব অসংগজবদ্নৈীি শহ ডেন আূঁিলৰ আলহজছ ূঁ  । 

আলম প্র লিৰ সুখ প ইজছ ূঁ  লন্ীৱ েেৰ পৰ  আৰু এই পলৰঘেন  পলৰিলক্ষি শহজছ প্রজিযিখন 

সম ্ি আৰু সম ্ৰ প্রজিযিজে  স্তৰজি । ড ৰউইন স ত্র মজি অবযৱলহি অংগ-পিংগই লন্ৰ 

স্ব ভ লৱি ি েমদ্ক্ষি  ডহৰুওৱ ৰ দ্জৰ অিযলধি অিযলধি স্ম েম জফ ন ব  প্র ণহীন স ধনৰ ফিি 

মগ্ুি ডহ ৱ  “প্রলিলবম্ব স্ন য়ুজি ষ”-ৰ অলনয়লেি অপবযৱহ জৰও হয়জি  ভলবষযজি আম ৰ 

আজবগ অনুভ লি, লচন্তন, সংজবদ্ন আৰু স ম ল্ি সম্বন্ধি সুদূৰ প্রস ৰী প্রভ ৱ ডপি ব । এি স্ব-

আল ম্ ি িৃলিম আটিম লষ্টি সম ্ এখনৰ ফ জি ডেন আলমজব ৰ ধ ৱব ন শহ শগ আজছ ূঁ  ে’ি 

ম নৱীয় প্রম িযজব ধৰ সংলিণমি  িথ  অৱক্ষয়ী ম নলসিি ই ডেন প্রধ ন উপ দ্ ন শহ পলৰব ধলৰজছ 

। আলম ডেন বহু ডক্ষত্রি আত্মজিলেি ডৰলি্ জৰজিদ্ লপিৃ-ম িৃলি পলৰৱলিম ি শহ পেমবলসি হব 

ধলৰজছ  লেজে  ভলৱষযি প্র্ন্মৰ ব জব সুখপ্রদ্ নহ’বও প জৰ । 
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এই অৱধ লবি গলিৰ ভলবষযিৰ প্রলি সলন্ধহ ন শহ ি ৰ ব জব ি’বিগীয়  প্রজ্ ্নীয় পদ্জক্ষপৰ 

প্রলি স্ গ আৰু লৈলক্ষি শহ উে জে জৱই আল্ৰ লদ্নি সিজি জৰ ব জব নিুন বছৰৰ সংিল্প 

ডহ ৱ  উলচি । স্ম েম জফ ন আৰু স ম ল্ি ম ধযমৰ সদ্বযৱহ ৰ আৰু ি ৰ ব জব িলৰবিগীয়  ম নলসি 

িচৰৎ হ’ব ি লগব এে  প্র্ন্মৰ প্রথম আৰু প্রধ নিম গুৰুত্বপ ণম ি ম । নহজি বছৰ বছৰ ধলৰ আলম 

এজনলি এন অপ লথমব ম য় ি লনচ সক্ত শহ শগ থ লিজি এলদ্ন আম ৰ আচ ৰ-বযৱহ জৰ  অটিল্ম্ 

ডৰ গৰ ডৰ গীৰ দ্জৰ শহ পলৰব । এজন স্ব-আল ম্ ি অটিলষ্টি লপিৃ-ম িৃৰ সলি-সন্ত লিও ডে অটিলষ্টি 

নহ’ব ি ৰ লি ম জন আজছ । 
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FOMO: the fear of missing out 

Snigdha Roy 

By the end one reads and understands this phenomenon, he or she 

too may realise being a victim of this. The expansion of the 

abbreviation explains itself clearly. It is a feeling of anxiety that an 

individual goes through over the possibility of not being included in 

any activity, precisely, interesting or entertaining activity. Statistics 

show that 56% of social media users and 69% of the millennials are 

affected by the fear of missing out (FOMO). Every single individual 

living in the globe, irrespective of age, needs a company. But, these 

days, a major percentage of population considers loneliness as a 

companion just out of FOMO. FOMO mainly develops from 

misjudging one’s own self, from the thought that he or she might be 

incompatible for the society, from the fear of getting misjudged and 

ignored by an individual in front. It is very woeful that the society 

now is being driven by the idea, “How does the world think of me? 

The idea which is declining the graph of development of an 

individual, socially, sharply. The worst-case scenario being the youth 

locking themselves up, abstained from all the beautiful and 

indispensable experiences of education. FOMO may lead to 

frustration, depression, and also to some unfortunate events like 

attempted or executed suicide. The best and only way to defeat 

FOMO is trust, trust in self and being ignorant of the fact how one 

is looked at as. If an individual is self-sufficient, confident, caring 

and helping and least affected by the words of the society, no one in 

this world could be happier and efficient than him or her. However, 

parents, teachers and friends have an equally crucial role to play as 

much self has. So, lay out helping hand and you would definitely get 

shoulders for your head. 
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Pratibimbh 

(Essay section) 

“Meaning reflection because literature is mostly reflection of one’s 

vision.” 

- Snigdha Roy 
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ধুেুৰী... 

ডাাঃ েনানী কডকা 

২০২২ চনৰ এলপ্রি ম হৰ এে  অপ্রিয লহি লদ্ন । খবৰ প জি  আম ৰ িমমস্থিী সিলন হ’ি, নিুন 

লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয় ‘ধুবুৰী’শি । অপ্রিয লহি হ’ডিও লিন্তু মনৰ লভিৰৰ ডি জন ব লখলনি এে  

ডিৌিুহজি ি জহ ি জহ গ  িলৰ উঠিলছি ে ইখনৰ প্রলি । ্ন্মস্থ ন নগ ওূঁ আৰু শবব লহি স জত্র 

ডে ৰহ েৰ ব লসন্দ  ডহ ৱ  ব জব ন মলন অসমৰ প্র য়জব ৰ ে ই আম ৰ ব জব অ্ ন  আলছি । সু্কিি 

ভ জগ িৰ জ্ঞ জন অসমৰ এই অিিৰ লবষজয় লিছু আভ স লদ্য় ৰ ব লহজৰ চ কু্ষস এজি  অলভজ্ঞি  

আম ৰ ন লছি । ডদ্ জধ ৰ ডম জধ ৰ অৱস্থ ি, আিলস্মিভ জব পলৰয় িৰ পৰ  আিূঁ লৰ ে নিগীয়  

ডহ ৱ ৰ ি ৰজণ এে  িৰুণ লৈিিি ই মনজে ি ভ ৰ ক্র ন্ত িলৰ ৰ লখলছি । ধুবুৰীি শগ ডপ ৱ ৰ প ছি 

এখন ডহ জেিি উঠিলছজি  েলদ্ও লবলভন্ন ি ৰণি “গুৰুদ্ব ৰ ”ি পুণৰ সহিমীসিিৰ িগি গুলচ 

শগলছজি  । এই লসদ্ধ ন্তজে জৱ প ছি এি গুৰুত্বপ ণম লসদ্ধ ন্ত বুলি প্রম লনি শহলছি ি ৰণ গুৰুদ্ব ৰ ৰ 

ৈ নি, সম লহি পলৰজবজৈ অলস্থৰ মনজে ি এে  স্থলবৰি  অন ি সহ য় িলৰলছি । গুৰুদ্ব ৰ ৰ 

ি জষজৰ প ৰ শহ ডে ৱ  ব লৰষ ৰ ভৰুণ িুইি, প নীৰ খল্ খল্ ৈব্দ আৰু িগি ডদ্হ -মন ্ুৰ পলৰ 

ডে ৱ  এজি ছ টি বি হ । প্রচণ্ড গৰমৰ ছ টি ফুটি উর্ত্ পৰ িুিন ি িুইিৰ এই বি হ্ ি সমগ্র 

সর্ত্ ি ড্ ি লৰ ে য়, ডেন মনি ডপি ই লদ্জয় প্রিৃলি সদ্ য় ডেষ্ঠ আৰু লবজ্ঞ । িহ্মপুত্রৰ লবৈ িি  

আৰু গভীৰি ৰ এি নিুন ৰুপ ডদ্লখলছজি  ধুবুৰীৰ এই প্র ন্তি । অসমৰ প্রজিযি েুকুৰ  ে ইজিই 

িুইিৰ ড জি ে  নিুন ৰুপ । আনলি ৰ লি প ৰ শহ ডে ৱ  ৈ ৰী ৈ ৰী িন্ঠণ জ্বজি ৱ  ভট্-ভটিজব ৰ, 

দুলি দুলি শগ থি  এে  লবচু্ছলৰি ডপ হৰ, ওপৰি লনমমি আি ৈ আৰু ভট্-ভটিৰ ছজন্দ ময় ৈব্দ লি 

এি লবলচত্র ম য় ময় লচত্র ; লনজ্ লন:ৈজব্দ বলহ ন চ জি ইয় ৰ গভীৰি  বু্  ন ে য় । পুৱ  িহ্মপুত্রৰ 

ঘ েৰ প ৰি ম ঝ ৰ, বয য় মি বযস্ত থি  লবলভন্ন বয়সৰ ন ৰী, পুৰুষ, িৰ -ডছ ৱ িী এি উছ হভৰ  

পলৰজবৈ । গধুলি পুণৰ িহ্মপুত্রৰ ৰ লত্র মধুপ ন । লদ্নি লচলিৎস  মহ লবদ্য িয়ৰ বযস্তি  । িগজি 

দুপৰীয়  স ্ি গৰম গৰম ভ ি, মছি েুক্ত ম ছৰ ড্ ি আৰু মছমছীয়  প পৰ ; গধুলি 

ডিজি িি ি ৰ গৰম গৰম লছি ৰ  আৰু চ হ । এইয় ই আলছি ধুবুৰীৰ প্র ৰলম্ভি অলভজ্ঞি  । ি ৰ 

প ছি আলহি ডগৌৰীপুৰ, ম টিয় ব গৰ ৰ ্ব ৰী, আৈ ৰীি লন্দৰ ে ত্র  । ধুবুৰীৰ িৰজপ িৰজপ ডস ম ই 

আজছ সমৃলদ্ধৰ এজি  এজি ে  স ূঁ থৰ । ঠিি লপয় ্জে ৰ দ্জৰই, িৰজপ িৰজপ ম জথ  চমি । এখন 
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ে ইৰ শবলৈষ্টি ৰ লভিৰি পজৰ ডসই ে ইৰ ব লসন্দ সিজি  । খুব সহ য়ি ৰী আৰু হ ূঁ লহমুখীয়  

ম নুহলবি ি হ’ি ধুবুৰীৰ এি speciality. ব্ ৰ, হ েি সংিেৰ সময়ি সহ য় িৰ  ম নুহৰ অভ ৱ 

আল্লিজি ডহ ৱ  ন ই । লন্ৰ ি ম ডপি ই শথ ে বিগীয়  ে ইলি আগবি ই লদ্য়  ম নুহজৰ  লহচ প 

ডি জন গুজণ িম নহব । অবজৈয েগ ডখ ৱ ৰ অলভজ্ঞি ও শহজছ, ডসজয় হয়জি  ভ ি অলভজ্ঞি ৰ 

ম িযও বহুি । 

এই আেম জহ ধুবুৰী আম ৰ ্ীৱনৰ এি অধয য় শহ পলৰি িব ডন ৱ ৰ লিজয় । ধুমুহ জি  ভ লি 

নপলৰ ম ৰ দ্ লি লথয় শহ থি ৰ ম নলসি ৈলক্তৰ এি ি ৰি এই ে ইখজন  । এলিয়  আলম বুকু ড ে 

িলৰ িও ব  িব প লৰম “ধুবুৰী, আই এম ি লভং ইউ ।” 
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How life has changed since my 

childhood 

Dr. Mohammed Saiful Alam 

I was born in the heart of winter and in the middle of Assam 

Agitation on 26th of January 1981, at a private nursing home in 

Guwahati. I have spent most of my life in Guwahati with the 

exception of the past few years when I was posted at the Fakhruddin 

Ali Ahmed Medical College Hospital (FAAMCH), Barpeta. 

The 1980s were a transitional period between the old ways and the 

new ways of living our social lives. Great many additions had 

changed the way people used to live in the decades leading up to the 

great 1980s. I would like to consider myself really fortunate to have 

been a part of this great paradigm shift that has changed the course 

of how we do things now or what matters more to us as compared 

to what mattered to people before the 80s. 

The very first change that I feel is the weather. Back in the days of 

our childhood, winter used to set in early and would leave late. 

Apparently, we had almost five to five-and-half months of winter. 

We used to put on light warm clothes during Durga Puja and winter 

would pretty much set in by Diwali. I remember putting on a 

sweater during Diwali in 1995. Somewhere between 1997-98, I saw 

for the first-time Coca Cola ads with Diwali as the theme and I told 

myself, ‘Have they gone bonkers trying to sell cold drink during 

Diwali!’ Nowadays winter doesn’t set in properly till the late 

November or early December. The misty mornings of October and 

November would become really foggy by December. The evenings 
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were no different with the night getting so foggy that visibility would 

drop to few metres. 

There was a typical pattern to the transition of seasons as well. 

During the fag end of Spring, that is late March, there would be dust 

all around the city. There would be strong wind carrying the dust 

from the riverside to the heart of the city which was akin to a dust 

storm and following that would be the stormy nights (Bordoichila) 

of the April month and that would mean that summer was about to 

hit us. The summers were mild to moderate and the temperature 

would hover in the early 30 deg Cel., hardly crossing 35 deg Cel. I 

distinctly remember the hot afternoon in 2003 when the temperature 

went above 36 deg Cel. for the first time in my life and it was 

unbearable. 

There would be 6-7 days of incessant rain in the middle of 

September and we would bring out the light quilts for the first time. 

These rainy days were an indication that colder weather was 

knocking at the door. And not surprisingly, from mid-October the 

misty mornings would slowly give away to foggy day breaks. 

The next change that I can see all around me is the way people 

commute these days as compared to how they did back then. So far 

as my memory goes, I have always known bicycles, rickshaws, auto-

rickshaws and the long blue Assam State Transport Corporation 

(ASTC) buses as the only mode of public transport in my childhood. 

There weren’t many private vehicles. Only the super-rich could 

afford cars and possessing one was considered as a sign of 

prosperity. In fact, possessing a scooter (which was very popular at 

that time) was considered a status symbol as not many could afford 

one. The other popular two-wheelers were mopeds and bikes. How 
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can a 1980s and 90s kid forget the famous TV commercial, ‘Chal 

Meri Luna’. 

The mainstay of public transport in my childhood were rickshaws 

and the long blue-coloured ASTC buses which were very few and 

one had to wait a considerable amount of time to catch one. I 

remember how we used to wait for 30-40 mins for the blue-coloured 

buses to arrive at Six Mile so that we can board them to reach 

Khanapara in time for my school. They were crowded too as they 

were the only buses available and there were not many of them. The 

ASTC had pass system as well. One can buy monthly passes to 

commute in these buses. Then in 1990, a new revolution started in 

Guwahati with the introduction of canters or mini buses, which 

were smaller in size compared to the big blue ASTC buses and 

charged twice the fare. The blue buses were charging 50 paise as the 

minimum fare whereas the canters were charging Rs. 1 as the 

minimum fare. As a result, the rush was less and they travelled faster 

as well. One more notable change was that the canters had only one 

door while the ASTC buses had two. It was only after a few years 

that the mini buses of Guwahati had two doors. They became the 

first choice for us to travel and we were quite happy to ditch the 

ASTC buses for these mini buses which were much more 

convenient. 

The time for commuting from one place to the other takes pretty 

much the same amount of time as then. One might argue, why? 

Since the vehicles have become faster and the number of buses has 

also increased, the time taken should have lessened considerably. 

True! But, along with these changes, other changes like traffic jam, 

competition for passengers leading to longer halts at the bus stops, 

have also come about. So, the travel time remains more or less the 

same. 
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Bicycle remained the mainstay commuting vehicle for many years. 

People wouldn’t mind riding their cycles to work or to more distant 

places. We might find it very difficult to contemplate but one of my 

maternal uncles used to ride his cycle from Khanapara to ITI, 

Rehabari to attend classes and he would ride it back to Khanapara in 

the evening. Quite a feat! 

Nowadays we have different types of buses, Ola, Uber, Rapido. But 

back in those days, none was available and we understood the value 

of planning ahead. 

The next change that I have experienced is the shopping and food 

habit. I still remember, we used to go to Fancy Bazar once or twice a 

year to buy clothes. Again, we would take those buses, be it the 

ASTC ones or the faster mini buses as we didn’t have any other 

option. We would get down at the Fancy Bazar bus stop and soon 

find ourselves in the sea of shoppers who have thronged the many 

“gullies” of Fancy Bazar. We would shop in the shops next to the 

footpath. Bargaining is an art and everyone seemed to know it. The 

prices would be negotiated and it used to take time and we would 

get bored. Once the shopping was over, it was time for the 

customary ‘sah, singara, mithai’ -the royal combination of tea, samosa 

and sweets. There was only one place that we preferred and it was 

Lakhi Cabin. 

Back in those days, we had very limited options in the menu which 

was mostly sweets and the spicy samosa or the kachori along with the 

traditional puri sabji. We were happy with the menu. It was simple 

and more than what we wanted at that time. Chung Fa and other 

Chinese restaurants were around but we were not taken to these 

places, I don’t know why and we never asked. I remember the first 

time I went to a Chinese restaurant was in the year 2000, it was 
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Chung Fa. These days, kids have the option of logging onto the 

internet and opening food delivery apps and deciding from the 

hundreds of menus of different cuisines to indulge themselves. Even 

samosa and mithai can be ordered online. 

In the decades leading up to the 1980s and 90s, people would visit 

each other’s places in the evening and get around a table to talk over 

a cup of tea and home-made snacks. It was a regular affair to either 

visit someone or someone coming to visit us. My parents and our 

guests would talk for hours. But when TV became an integral part of 

our lives and these social visits became less appealing to the masses 

as most of us started preferring to stay home and watch TV than to 

dress up and go visit relatives or neighbours. 

We used to read story books, comics and watch the limited cartoons 

that were shown on Doordarshan. DD-1 was the only available 

channel on B&W Weston TV, which interestingly came with a 

shutter and the shutter had a lock. It was connected to an antenna 

which needed to be fixed to a long bamboo and frequent 

adjustments had to be made as the picture would become distorted 

from time to time due to poor reception of signal. In 1995, DD-2 

was made available to us but unfortunately our B&W TV was not 

equipped with the technology to broadcast DD-2. The solution? We 

had to buy a converter or adapter. It was like mini set top box for 

DD-2. Then finally in 1997 we had cable connection and my dad 

bought a colour TV. Nowadays everything can be enjoyed on a 

mobile phone but yet I cherish those moments and memories than 

the options available today. 

Another, yearly tradition was to bring a Video Cassette Player (VCP) 

on rent from one of the video parlours along with 2-3 movies. We 

would wait for that day and keep pestering our parents as to when 
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we can bring the VCP to watch the movies. Out of all the movies, 

one would always be a horror type of movie that my cousins would 

play at midnight to maximize the fear. The older cousins would 

watch the movies one by one till wee hours of the morning. Such 

binge consumption of movies was limited to one or two days in the 

entire year and one such viewing was enough to keep us satiated for 

the rest of the year. But these days we can watch a movie of our 

choice at any moment we want. But the experience isn’t quite the 

same. 

Sometimes I close my eyes and travel to those days. My heart 

becomes heavy as I can no longer enjoy the simple things of life the 

way we used to. We have more options than before but we don’t 

value it. My son takes every technological advancement that he has 

experienced in his life as a routine affair. But for me it is still 

something that fills me with excitement as we could not think it 

would be possible back when we were young. For example, we were 

used to floppy disks and CDs. When my friend showed me a flash 

drive that had a capacity of 15 MB for the first time, I was awestruck 

at the size and the amount of space it had. It was in 2005. So new 

technologies are getting incorporated in our system on a regular 

basis. While we enjoy them we must spare a moment to think about 

how life was without these technological advancements and to one’s 

amazement one might realize… NOT TOO BAD !!!! 
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সৃ্মতত-তিসৃ্মতত, আশা-তনৰাশা আৰু মই 

ডাাঃ ধমগকান্ত কুম্ভকাৰ 

(১) ‘সৃ্মতি-তবসৃ্মতি’ 

অিীিৰ এতকা-এতকাটা ৰূ্হূিগ ই আৰ্াৰ ৰ্ানস টি এতকা-এতকাটা সাাঁ চ ৰাত  যায আৰু তসতযই 

জৰ্ৌন ৰি তয বণগাৈীৰ্ অতভবযতিৰূত   ুনৰুতেক হয, িাতক সৃ্মতি জবাতৈ। সৃ্মতি লহতছ অিীি 

অতভজ্ঞিাক অতবকৈ  ুনৰুতেক কৰাৰ ইশ্বৰ প্ৰদত্ত এক আ ুৰুর্ীযা ক্ষ্ৰ্িা। দাৰ্গতনক দৃতিি 

ভতৱষ্যিৰ কাৰতণ বিগ ৰ্ানৰ যু্ি ্ীৱনৰ কাৰতণ তয লৰ যায, তসতযই সৃ্মতি। ৰ্নস্তাতিকৰ ৰ্তি 

সৃ্মতি হ’ৈ এক ৰ্ানতসক প্ৰতিযা য’ি অৱতচিন ৰ্নি সতিি লহ ৈকা অতভজ্ঞিাৰ প্ৰতিৰূ তবাৰ 

জচিনস্তৰলৈ আতহ অনুভূি হয। সৃ্মতি ্ীযাই ৈাতক ৰ্নৰ ৰ্া্ি, জকাতনা কার্্ৰ দস্তাতব্ি 

নহয। কতৱতয লকতছ- “সৃ্মতি ্াতনা ্ীযাই ৈাতক কার্্ৰ  ািি / ৰাত ৰ্ ্ীযাই িাক হৃদযৰ 

ৰ্া্ি”। 

জকাতনা অতভজ্ঞিা, জকাতনা ঘটনা বা কাতৰাবাৰ সংর্ ৰ্ানস টি সৃ্মতি তহচাতব জ াতদি হ’ব  াতৰ। 

্ন্মৰ  ৰা ৰৃ্িুয এই সৰ্যতছাৱাি ৰ্ানুতহ ৰ্াত্ৰ সৃ্মতিতয অ গ্ ন কতৰ। ৰৃ্িুযৰ ত ছতিা আনৰ ৰ্নি তয 

এতৰ লৈ যায, জসযা ্াতনা সৃ্মতিতয নহয। লকৰ্ৰি লৰ্ৰ্ৱৰ সৃ্মতি, বাধগকযি জযৌৱনৰ সৃ্মতি, ৰু্ঠতি 

্ীৱনতটাতৱই জয সৃ্মতি ৰু্কুিাৰ শুভ্ৰৰ্াৈা। 

সৃ্মতি অিীিৰু্ ী, তকন্তু কল্পনাৰ্য তবৈাস তবশ্ৰাৰ্ী নহয। ই বাস্তৱ অতভজ্ঞিাৈব্ধ। ই হ’ব  াতৰ সুৰ্ধুৰ 

িৃতিদাযক অৈবা ৰুঢ়। কাতৰাবাৰ বাতব সৃ্মতি কৰ্গ জপ্ৰৰণাৰ্য। অিীিৰু্ ী সৃ্মতি লহ  তৰ বিগ ৰ্ানৰ 

কৰ্গ জপ্ৰৰণাৰ উত্স। ভতৱষ্যিৰু্ ী ্ীৱনৰ চাতৈকাৰ্তি। আতকৌ কাতৰাবাৰ কাৰতণ সৃ্মতি লহ  তৰ 

কৰুণ, তিি, হৃদয তবদাৰক। জিতন সৃ্মতি  াহৰতণৰ র্হ্বৰি তনৰ্তিি কৰাই ৰ্ংর্ৈ। এতন সৃ্মতিতয 

্ীৱনলৈ আতন স্থতৱৰিা আৰু প্ৰাণহীন ৰ্ীিৈিা। কতৱৰ ভাষ্াি- “সুাঁৱতৰ সুাঁৱতৰ তকয অিীিৰ সৃ্মতি / 

তৰ্ছাতি তনত্ দু  জ াৱা? / ৰূ্ তন জৰ্াৈান তকয, তৰ্ছাতি চকুতৈা / অিীিক  াহতৰ জ তৈাৱা”। 

ৰ্ানুতহ তযদতৰ সৃ্মতি লৈতযই ্ীযাই ৈাতক, ্ীৱনৰ কাৰতণ জসইদতৰ তবসৃ্মতিতৰা প্ৰতযা্ন অৱতৰ্যই 

আতছ। ৰ্ানুতহ কৈাতবাৰ  াহতৰ জনাতযাৱা হ’জৈ হযতিা ্ীযাই ৈকাই সম্ভৱ ন‘হৈতহতিন। তবসৃ্মতি 

সৃ্মতিৰ সমূ্পণগ তব ৰীি হ’ব  াতৰ, তকন্তু সৃ্মতি ৰ্তি তবসৃ্মতিৰ ও ৰতি তনভগ ৰৰ্ীৈ।  াহৰতণ হ’ৈ 

সৃ্মতিৰ সহাযক। তৰবটগ ৰ ভাষ্াি “সৃ্মতিৰ বাতব তবসৃ্মতিৰ প্ৰতযা্ন আতছ”। দযা, ক্ষ্ৰ্া আতদ ৰ্ানৱীয 
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গুণতবাৰ ্তনা তবসৃ্মতিৰ ও ৰতি আতশ্ৰি নহয। অনয কৈাি ক’বলৈ হ’জৈ ৰ্ানুহক ৰ্ানুহলৈ 

উত্তৰণ ঘতটাৱাৰ ৰূ্ৈতিই হ’ৈ তবসৃ্মতি। সকতৈা কৈা ৰ্নি ৰ া হ’জৈ ৰ্ানুতহ ্াতনা ৰ্ানুহক ক্ষ্ৰ্া 

কতৰব  াতৰতৈাঁতহতিন? জকাতনাবাই কৰা তকবা অ কাৰ বা অ ৰ্াতন আন্নৰ ৰ্নতিা ্ন্ম তদতয 

প্ৰতিতহংসাৰ ভাৱ। যতদ এইতবাৰ  াহৰা নাযায, জিতন্ত কাতৰাবাক ক্ষ্ৰ্া কৰাতটা জকতিযাও সম্ভৱ 

ন’হৈতহতিন। জসতযতহ হযতিা জকাৱা হয-“তয ্নৰ সকতৈা কৈাই ৰ্নি ৈাতক, জিও জকতিযাও 

ৰ্ানুহ হ’ব জনাৱাতৰ”। তহংসা, জভদাতভদ, বযতির্ি তবতিষ্ আতদ  াহৰাই সকতৈাতক জপ্ৰৰ্ৰ 

এনা্ৰীতয বাতি বৃহত্তৰ ৰ্ানৱ সৰ্া্ র্তঢ় ৰ্ানৱ ৰ্হিৰ ৰ্হাতর্ৌৰতৱতৰ জর্ৌৰৱাতিি হ’বলৈ ৰ্ানুহক 

তবসৃ্মতিৰ প্ৰতযা্ন আৰু িাতক ন’হতৈ সৰ্া্ লহ  তৰব ৰ্াত্ৰ এক বযতি সৰ্তি। 

তবসৃ্মতিতয আৰ্াক ্ীৱনৰ দু :ৰ্য সৃ্মতি, অনাৱৰ্যকীয কৈা  হৰাি তবতৰ্ষ্ সহায কতৰ প্ৰতযা্নীয 

কৈা ৰ্নি ৰাত বলৈ স ক্ষ্ৰ্ কতৰ। ্ীৱনক নিুনলক চাবলৈ তৰ্কায। আতৰ্ যতদ অনাৱৰ্যকীয 

কৈাতবাৰ না াহতৰতৈাাঁ তহতিন, হযতিা জিতন্ত প্ৰতযা্নীয কৈাতবাৰ ৰ্নি ৰাত ব 

জনাৱাতৰতৈাাঁ তহতিন। জসতযতহ দাৰ্গতনকৰ ভাষ্াি ‘Memory is judicious forgetting’। জসতযতহ 

্ীৱনৰ বাতব সৃ্মতি আৰু তবসৃ্মতি উভযতৰ প্ৰতযা্ন। 

(২) আৰ্া-তনৰাৰ্া 

প্ৰাতিৰ আনন্দৰ্য অনুভূতিতয ৰ্ানুহৰ ৰ্নি ্ন্ম তদতয এক ৰ্ধুৰ কাৰ্না, ইতিি ফৈপ্ৰাতিৰ বাসনা; 

যাক আতৰ্ কও আৰ্া। আৰ্াই ৰ্ানুহক ্ীযাই ৈাতকবলৈ তৰ্কায। কতৱৰ ভাষ্াি- “্ীৱন র্ছৰ  ুতৈ, 

নৰ তস ফুৈৰ ৰ্াৈী / আৰ্া িাৰ সঞ্জীৱনী  ানী / ন’হতৈ ফুৈতনডৰা ক্ষ্তন্তকতি ্য  ৰা / নাই িাৰ 

এতকাতৱ জৰ্াতহনী ।” 

ৰ্ানৱ ্ীৱন অিযন্ত ক্ষ্নস্থাযী। ৰ্ানৱ ্ীৱনৰ এই অতনিযিাৰ স্বৰূ  উদ্ঘাটন জহাৱাৰ ত ছতিা ৰ্ানুহ 

্ীযাই ৈাতক আৰ্াক লৈতযই। ্ীৱনৰ আতবদনৰ্য ৰ্াদকিাৰ ৰূ্ৈতিই আৰ্া। আৰ্াই ্ীৱনৰ 

চাতৈকা-ৰ্তি, প্ৰাণপ্ৰদী । এই আৰ্াই হযতিা ্ীৱনতটাক ্ীৱন্ত কতৰ ৰাত তছ, ন’হতৈ ৰৃ্িুযৰ 

আর্তিই ৰ্ানুতহ তকৰ্ান ৰৃ্ি ্ীৱন লৈতযই ্ীযাই ৈাতকব ৈাতর্ৈাঁতহতিন িাৰ জকাতনা সীৰ্া 

সং যাই নৈাতকৈাঁতহতিন। 

আৰ্াৰ ্ন্ম হয হৃদযি। এই আৰ্াই জদহৰ ৰতে ৰতে ্র্ায প্ৰান প্ৰাচুযগযৰ্য উন্মাদনা, ্ীৱনৰ 

কাবযৰ্য ৰ্াধুতৰৰ্া। আৰ্া অতবহতন এতকা সম্ভৱ নহয। সকতৈা সৃতিৰ ৰূ্ৈতি আৰ্া।  তৰৱিগ নৰ আৰ্া, 

ৰৃ্িুযতটা  ুনৰ ্নৰ্ৰ আৰ্া, লনৰাৰ্যৰ ৰূ্ৈতটা আৰ্া। ্ীৱন যন্ত্ৰনাি কািৰ লহ আত্মহিযাৰ  ৈ 

বাতছ জৈাৱা ্নতৰা হযতিা এটা আৰ্া-্ীৱন যন্ত্ৰনাৰ  ৰা ৰু্তিৰ আৰ্া। ত িৃৰ আৰ্া  ুত্ৰৰ ও ৰি, 
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স্ত্ৰীৰ আৰ্া স্বাৰ্ীৰ ও ৰি, তৰ্ক্ষ্কৰ আৰ্া ছাত্ৰৰ ও ৰি...। ৰু্ঠৰ ও ৰি সকতৈাতি আৰ্া। ্ীৱন 

আৰু ্র্ি উভতয বতিগ  আতছ আৰ্াৰ ও ৰি। 

ৰ্ানুহৰ আৰ্াই জকাতনা  তৰতধ নাৰ্াতন। ই তদর্ন্তৰ দতৰই  তৰতধতবহীন। ৰ্ানুহৰ আৰ্া, জহ াহ 

তযৰ্াতনই  ূণগ হয, তস তসৰ্াতনই বাতঢ় যায। ্ীৱনৰ জৰ্ষ্ ৰু্হুিগ ি ভার্ৰুৱা আত্মাই ইহৰ  ৰা 

 ৰ্র্িলৈ র্ৰ্ন কৰাৰ স্বণগাৈী ক্ষ্ণতিা ৈাতক এক অিুযগ্ৰ আৰ্া-“আৰু অৈ  সৰ্য ্ীযাই ৈকা 

হ’জৈ”। ৰ্ানুহৰ নশ্বৰ জদহৰ সৰ্াতধ হয, তকন্তু আৰ্াৰ সৰ্াতধ নাই। 

আৰ্াই তযদতৰ ্ীৱনৰ িৰ্সাচ্ছন্ন অতৈ-র্তৈ জ াহৰাই ভতৱষ্যিৰ তদৰ্ি আর্বঢ়াই তনতয, জসইদতৰ 

অিুযগ্ৰ আৰ্াই তকন্তু ৰ্ানুহৰ  ৰা ৰ্ানুহ জহাৱাৰ জর্ৌৰৱকতনা কাতঢ় তনতয। এই জক্ষ্ত্ৰি আৰ্াক আতৰ্ 

জ াহৰৰ লসতি তৰ্াব  াতৰা। জ াহৰৰ কাৰতণই আৰ্াৰ আৰ্- াৰ্ৰ সকতৈা বস্তু দৃৰ্যৰ্ান হয সচা, 

তকন্তু অতি িীব্ৰ জ াহৰৰ ৰতি আৰ্াৰ চকুি  তৰতৈ আতৰ্ সনু্ম ৰ বস্তু এতকাতৱই জনতদ া লহ  তৰা। 

ঠিক জিতনদতৰ আৰ্াইও ৰ্ানুহৰ ্ীৱনক ৰতিযাৈ কৰাি সহায কতৰ, তকন্তু অিুযগ্ৰ আৰ্াই ৰ্ানুহক 

অি কতৰ। প্ৰাতিৰ বািাই ৰ্ানুহক আত্মতকতিক আৰু স্বাৈগ ৰ কতৰ জিাতৈ। আত্মতসতিৰ বাতব ৰ্ানুতহ 

ৰ্ানুহক  াহতৰ যায। বষ্গা ঋিুৰ দতৰ আৰ্াও বৰ তপ্ৰয। বষ্গাই তযদতৰ গ্ৰীষ্মৰ শুষ্ক প্ৰাণহীনিাক বৃতিৰ 

প্ৰভাতৱতৰ ্ী াৈ কতৰ জিাতৈ, জিতনদতৰ আৰ্াইও ৰ্ানুহক স্ীৱ কতৰ জিাতৈ। আতকৌ বষ্গাৰ 

প্লাৱনৰ িাণ্ডতৱ তযদতৰ ধ্বংস ৰ্াতি আতন, জসইদতৰ অিুযগ্ৰ আৰ্াতযা ৰ্ানুহক ধ্বংস কতৰ। িৈাত  

কঁও আৰ্াই ৰ্ানুহক ্ীৱন তদতয, তযদতৰ বৰষ্াই শুকান র্ছৰ র্াি সাতন প্ৰাণৰ্য ৰ্যাৰ্তৈৰ্াৰ 

জযৌৱনৰ্য আতৱৰ্। 

আৰ্াৰ সমূ্পণগ তব ৰীি জৰ্ৰুি অৱতস্থি তিিিাৰ্য অনুভতৱই হ’ৈ তনৰাৰ্া। আৰ্া তযৰ্াতনই 

্ী াৈ, ্ীৱনৰ্য, জযৌৱনৰ্য; তনৰাৰ্া হ’ৈ তসৰ্াতনই শুকান, তন্ীৱ আৰু ককগ ষ্। আৰ্া যতদ ্ীৱনৰ 

প্ৰতিশ্ৰুতিৰ্য বষ্গা, জিতন্ত তনৰাৰ্া ৰৃ্ত্প্ৰায গ্ৰীষ্ম। তনৰাৰ্াই ্ীৱনলৈ কতঢ়যাই আতন প্ৰাণহীন 

স্থতৱৰিা, ৰৃ্িুয যন্ত্ৰনা। জযতিযাই ৰ্ানৱ ্ীৱন লনৰাৰ্যৰ আিাতৰতৰ িৰ্সাচ্ছন্ন লহ  তৰ; জিতিযাই 

্ীৱনৰ জৰ্াহভংর্ হয, ্ীৱন লহ  তৰ ৰূ্ৈযহীন, অসাৈগক। জসতযতহ ্ীৱন লনৰাৰ্যৰ ধ্ব্াবাহক 

জহাৱা উতচি নহয। 

(৩) ‘ৰ্ই’ 

“ৰ্ই জকান? তবচাতৰছা িাৰ  তৰচয, জৰ্াৰ  তৰচয?”- লচযদ আবু্দৈ ৰ্াতৈক। 

‘ৰ্ই’ এক আত্ম  তৰচয। ৰ্ানুহ লহ ্ন্ম ৈাভ কৰাৰ ত ছতি সহস্ৰ্নৰ  ৰা তন্তক  ৃৈকভতৱ 

 তৰচয তদযাৰ একক সৰৈ সৰ্ীকৰতণই ‘ৰ্ই’। িির্ভীৰ দাৰ্গতনক ৰ্িৱাদ ৰ্তি জযতিযাই ৰ্ানৱ 
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সিাই বৃহত্তৰ  তৰতধ এতৰ বযতি জচিনাৰ একক তবনু্দি তৈিাত  ৈয, জিতিযাই ‘ৰ্ই’ৰ ্ন্ম হয। 

সাধাৰণ লবযাকৰতণক দৃতিি ‘ৰ্ই’ জকাতনা জ াছাকী নাৰ্ৰ প্ৰৈৰ্  ুৰুষ্ি বযৱহৃি এক সৰ্ব্গ নাৰ্। 

বযাকৰণৰ ধ্ৰু দী সাতিকিাতৰ ‘ৰ্ই’ তনতচই কু্ষ্ে লহও আৈংকতৰক তৰ্ল্পীসৰ্ ৰ্হানিাৰ ঐশ্বযগযতৰ 

ৰ্তহৰ্াৰ্তণ্ডি। কাৰণ তৰ্ল্পীৰ উদাৰিাবাদী দৰ্গণৰ প্ৰভাৱি ‘ৰ্ই’জয ৈাভ কতৰতৈ তবশ্ৱপ্ৰাণক একাত্ম 

কতৰ ৈ’ব  ৰা শ্বাশ্বি জসৌন্দযগযতবাধ- “ৰ্ই –তবশ্বৰ ্নিাক ‘ৰ্ই’ৰূ  জদত  / ‘ৰ্ই’ লহও, ‘ৰ্ই’ 

আতৰ্ হও”। 

তকন্তু ‘ৰ্ই’ি ্াতনা আত্ তৰ্ল্পীসিাৰ ব্ৰহ্মৰ্য  তৱত্ৰ ওংকাৰ আতছ? বযতিবাদী আত্মতকতিকিাৰ 

প্ৰভাৱি  তৰ লবযাকৰতণক ধ্ৰু দী আৰু তৰ্ল্পীৰ্য জসৌন্দযগয জহৰুৱাই ‘ৰ্ই’ লহ  তৰৈ এক 

আত্মতবতৰ্ষ্ন। এক আত্ম তৰচয। ৰ্ানৱসিাৰ বৃহত্তৰ  তৰতধ এতৰ বযতিতচিনাৰ আত্মতকতিক 

 তৰতধি ‘ৰ্ই’ লহ  তৰৈ ৰূ্েসৰ্ তন:স্ব। ‘ৰ্ই’ বা ‘জৰ্াৰ’ বুতৈ ৰ্ানুতহ তয জর্ৌৰৱ কতৰ, তন্তক 

একতৰ্বাতিিীযৰ্ ৰূত   তৰচয তদযাৰ জচিা কতৰ জসযা ্াতনা ৰ্ানুহৰ ধৃিিা নহয। ‘ৰ্ই’ি তনতহি 

হ’ৈ  দৰ্যগযদাৰ জর্ৌৰৱ, তবদযাযিতনক তৰ্ক্ষ্াৰ জর্ৌৰৱ বা বংৰ্তর্ৌৰৱ। ‘ৰ্ই’ লহ  তৰৈ আত্মতর্ৌৰৱ। 

তকন্তু প্ৰতিযতক ্াতনা ভাতৱ চাইতছ ‘ৰ্ই’ জকান? যতদ এই তবশ্ৱৰ সকতৈাতৱই অতনিয জিতন্ত ‘ৰ্ই’ 

বা ‘জৰ্াৰ’ অতস্তি ্াতনা সতন্দহতি ৈীন নহয। “জকান ৰ্ই? িুতৰ্ ক’ৰ? িকগ  তচৰতদন / তন্ৰ 

অতিি, তসও সতন্দহতি ৈীন”। 

ৰ্ই এ্ন ৰ্ানুহ, এযা ্াতনা  তৰচয হ’ব জনাৱাতৰ।  দৰ্যগযদা, তডগ্ৰী, বংৰ্ আতদ ্াতনা ৰ্ানুহৰ 

 তৰচয হব  াতৰ? এই  তৰচতয ্াতনা ৰ্ানৱিাৰ র্ণ্ডীতক জঠক কতৰ জ তৈাৱা নাই। ‘ৰ্ই’ৰ এই 

জঠক র্ণ্ডীি ৰ্ানুতহ তন্ৰ প্ৰকৃি  তৰচয জহৰাই জ ৈাইতছ। তন্ৰ কৈা তচন্তা কতৰাতি, আনৰ কৈা 

 াহতৰতযই লর্তছ। সকতৈাতি ‘ৰ্ই’ প্ৰভূিৰ ধ্ব্া উৰুৱাবলৈ লর্ ৰ্ানুতহ তন্ৰ আৱযতৱক কু্ষ্েিৰ 

দতৰই অতি  ূতিৌ ৈর্ালকতয কু্ষ্ে কাতৈৰ্াতৰ তন:স্ব লহ  তৰতছ। জসতযতহ সাৰ্াত্ক, আধযাতত্মক, 

সংসৃ্কতিক ্ীৱন  তৰহাৰ কতৰ সকতৈাতৱ ৰ্াত্ৰ এক বযতির্ি ্ীৱন যা ন কতৰতছ। প্ৰতিযক্তনই 

লহ  তৰতছ এতকা এতকা্ন বযতি, ৰ্ানুহ নহয। বযতিতচিনা জযতিযা ‘ৰ্ই’ আৰু ‘জৰ্াৰ’ 

চাতৰসীৰ্াি আৱি হয, প্ৰতিযতকই লহ  তৰ এতকা এতকা্ন ‘ৰ্ই’। এযা ৰ্ানুহৰ লনতিক 

অধ: িন। দৰাচৈতি ‘ৰ্ই’ জহাৱা উতচি আত্মসিাৰ তবনু্দি তসিুসৰ্ ৰ্ানৱসিাক ধাৰণ কৰাৰ 

অক্ষ্য শ্বাশ্বি জর্ৌৰৱ। আত্মতকতিক বৃত্তৰ  তৰতধ ভাতি ‘ৰ্ই’ হাঁ ওক ব্ৰহ্মৰ্য তবৰ্াৈিাৰ প্ৰিীক। 

‘ৰ্ই’ হাঁ ওক তবশ্বৰ ্নিাৰ ‘ৰ্ই’ ৰূত  প্ৰিযকতক এতকটি সুতৰতৰ বাতি ৰ া ৰ্হাৰ্ানৱিাৰ অৰ্ৰ 

র্ান। 
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A positive influence can 

change your lifestyle! 

Dr. Dina Raja 

“If it doesn’t challenge you, 

It won’t change you” 

-Fred Devito 

I followed my friends’ running updates on Facebook for over a year 

since 2016, but I didn’t have the guts to join them as I had lots of 

other responsibilities including taking care of my sons. It was only in 

2018 that I asked my friend Dr Sanchita Sharma who was already a 

member of the United Fitness Squad (UFS) regarding how to join 

the running club. She said that 21K was the benchmark. At that 

point of time, I felt that even a 5K or a 10K was unimaginable!  She 

then advised me to join the fitness activities and training at 

Khanapara as an event known as Pinkathon was a month away. In 

the meantime, I participated in ‘Organathon,’ my first 10K run that 

was organised by the renowned singer, Jubilee and team. It was a run 

to remember for a lifetime. I had gone in my casuals and a pair of 

sport shoes that had lasted till then. During the run, the shoes soles 

fell off one by one and I had to almost throw away the shoes but 

reached somehow amidst the shooting pain, spasm of legs and after 

lots of struggle besides being the last person to reach the finishing 

line, leaving me embarrassed! This was my first running experience 

which kick started a whole other healthy lifestyle for me (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: The run. 
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A week later there was this 21K that was organised by Dr Bibhash 

Bhagawati and team from Hotel Shiva to Gauhati Medical College 

Hospital (GMCH) hill returning through Ulubari, Ambari, Raj 

Bhavan and back to Hotel Shiva, where Dr Papori Borah and I 

could participate. It was a struggle to complete the run but I 

somehow managed to complete it. As we were finishing the run 

which ended in Hotel Shiva, we were welcomed to the folds of UFS 

with open arms and since then, my running journey began with the 

support of my running mates with three full marathons, innumerable 

half marathons, 10Ks and 5Ks behind me. It has been a privilege to 

enjoy all the running experiences in Guwahati where as an UFSian, 

we would meet often on the road of Guwahati inspiring and 

motivating each other. 

One of the challenges came when I was posted on promotion on 

26/04/2022 as the Professor in the Department of Microbiology at 

Dhubri Medical College Hospital. One of the many thoughts that 

arose was whether the roads were good enough to run, will the 

environment and the place accept a lady running in tracks, and will I 

have company to run? There were many thoughts crossing my mind 

which disturbed me. I joined the College at Dhubri on 05/05/2022 

and stayed at Gurudwarah. I ventured out the very next day early 

morning cautiously in search for the famous Dhubuni Ghat in 

Dhubri. It’s a walking zone on the banks of the mighty river 

Brahmaputra. It was still ok till then. The challenge came once I 

started staying inside the campus. The Jhagrapar roads lay bare, with 

inquisitive people in groups, both males and female bunches staring 

at me running, with tracks, tees, shoes and a cap which never 

happened in the area richly inhabited by the Muslim community but 

I didn’t want to change my dressing sense. I wanted to be accepted 

the way I am. 
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Slowly and steadily, I started seeing the change in the area and 

instead of staring at me as a runner, they started to walk and some 

run. What’s more is they started greeting me happily too as they saw 

me each morning. It gave me a sense of joy to see this change! My 

colleagues have started joining me and I’ve witnessed people in the 

area have started walking in groups too. There are no longer stares, 

the giggles, and the inquisitive attitude which had prevailed. They 

seem to enjoy the walk and run as much as I do. This is the change 

that I enjoy too and I’m so pleased to have influenced and changed 

their mindset to fitness. 

I have chosen to run, not because I love running and not because 

it’s my favourite form of exercise, but to challenge myself, as I do 

not like to be comfortable for long! 

“A life without challenge, a life without hardship, a life without 

purpose, seems pale and pointless. With challenge come 

perseverance and gumption. With hardship come resilience and 

resolve, with purpose come strength and understanding.” 

-Terry Fallis 
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My quotes 

Divyajyoti Das 

1 

Life is like a movie... 

You are always eager to know what will happen next... 

2 

I was watering my plants (dreams/aim) from the very 1st stage... 

Ah! I didn’t knew that there was a wide drain with a great depth 

there (entrance exam)... 

One day, I fell into it... 

Horror struck me... 

I looked around... 

There were many people like me struggling to get out of it... 

Some succeeded, others failed... 

With fear and agony and giving all my efforts, I also tried to get out 

of that wide drain, 

But every effort of mine went in vain... 

It tested my patience... 

It tested every good quality of mine... 

Every good quality of mine was getting lower & lower with each day 

that passed by... 

Here I am trying to get out of it 

And there goes my plants, dried and shrivelled, just waiting for me 

to water them again... 
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3 

बातें 

ना जान ेकहा गए वो लिन 

जब आमन-ेसामन ेबैठकर 

इतन  बातें लकया करते थ ेलक 

बातें खत्म होन ेका नाम ह  नहीं िेते थे । 

अब तो बस Whatsapp में 

कई लिनों के बाि ह  बातें हो पाता हैं 

वह भ  

- ‘How r u?’ 

= ‘Fine’ 

= ‘How r u?’ 

- ‘Fine’ 

पे ह  खत्म हो जाता हैं । 

या यमूँ कहें, बस हाि-चाि पुूँछने में ह  खत्म हो जाता ह ै।। 

लजन्िग  कहा स ेकहा िे जात  हैं, सालहब ! 

य ेअब ध रे-ध रे समझ आने िगा ह ै

अब तो पमर  लजिंिग  पड़ीं हैं 

िेखते हैं कब कौन-से मोड़ पे 

कौन-सा इम्तहान लिया जाता हैं ।। 

4 

‘I am living my dream’... 

‘I am leaving my dream’... 

Both the words ‘living’ & ‘leaving’ have, almost, the same 

pronunciation, but opposite in meaning... 
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It’s up to us, which path we want to choose! 

Choose that path, on which u will be happy... 

5 

पता नहीं था, लजस सड़क से हर रोज़ आना-जाना करते थ े

अब उस  सड़क में जाने के लिए अरसे ब त जाएिंगे । 

य ेकैस  लवडिंबना हैं मेरे मौिा इस लजन्िग  की 

लक जो आज तुम्हारे इतन ेकर ब हैं, वह कि तुमसे बहुत िमर चिे जाएिंगे ॥ 

6 

Some will see you as a Failure... 

Some will see you as a Fighter... 

It depends upon you, what you want to see yourself, because this 

will shape your rest of the life... 

7 

य ेलिि बस चाहता ह ैलक इसका िि ूकम हो जाए । 

इसलिए य ेभटकता रहता ह ै

य ेसोचकर लक कहीं लकस  मोड़ पर इसे वह लमि जाए जो य ेचाहता ह ै। 

िेलकन इसे एक बेचैन  रहत  ह ै

या लिर यमिं कहें, िर िगा रहता ह ै

लक कहीं अगर इसे वह ना लमिे जो य ेचाहता ह ै

तो य ेटमटकर ऐसे ना लबखर जाए 

लक Plaster of Paris भ  ना जोड़ पाए । 
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8 

CHASING YOUR DREAMS 

There’s nothing more competitive in this world than chasing your 

own dreams... 

Some swiftly achieve their goals, 

Some takes time.., 

Those that takes time to achieve their dreams, 

Remember, you lack either of the 3 P’s, 

PRACTICE, PATIENCE & PERSEVERANCE... 

Mastery in these 3 P’s will give you whatever u dreamt of... 

9 

We have come a long way.. 

If one wants to retrace its path back to old days/ situation, it will be 

difficult but not impossible 

With so many anomalies residing in today’s modern world, if one 

wants to erase one of the anomalies he/ she is considered an 

“Educated Moron” 

Moron means stupid, right! 

Should not we start from anything? Should we let the environment 

degrade without any prevention? 

Should we fear that people in the Society, the media will mark us as 

a lunatic and/ or selfish? 

Take practical, realistic, consistent steps towards the goal with an 

optimistic mindset 

As “Once we choose Hope Everything is Possible” 
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The true sign of intelligence is not only knowledge but also 

imagination. Imagine for a non-judgemental, cooperative Society and 

community who consider Mother Earth as their home 

Let you be the first person, maybe the second or third to initiate the 

dream, persevere every day to make it a reality. 

-Dhritismita & Divyajyoti 

10 

Life is like a long drive... 

Drive it smoothly... 

Adjust with every ups & downs... 

And beware of any accidents (suicide attempts)... 

11 

The reaction, most of the people give to interfaith marriage appears 

like, it’s the marriage between two different species of the same or 

different genus... 

Why we forget that we all are humans? 

Why religion is given priority over humanity? 

Above all, when we, the humans were separated on the basis of 

religion? 

Again, religion was divided into caste. 

What/ Why was the need of creating all this mess? 

Though the word ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam (whole world is one 

family)’ originated in India, how many of us follow it? 

Most can only trend ‘Love Jihad’! 
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12 

Exam पास आएूँ, लिमाग nervous हो जाएूँ, पटे में ना जान ेक्यों भखु ना आएूँ । 

अब तो मेरा सर जागे ना सोता हैं, क्या करूँ  हाएूँ, 

कुछ-कुछ होता ह ै।। 

13 

When you have many things to say, 

But you can’t say or share a word to anyone (because of some 

reasons), 

That moment, is one of the worst moment in anyone’s life... 

When it happens, you can’t concentrate in any work you want to do 

or desire to do and that’s an environment where you really 

suffocate.... 

14 

No matter how old you are.... 

No matter how tall you are.... 

You will be called Tikli (choti) by your elder siblings... 

And by seeing them the ones who are younger than you, will also 

start calling you Tikli.... 

So embarrassing, right!! 

But for me it’s not... because it reminds me of my childhood phase... 

A phase full of innocence.... A phase where I/ we didn’t care of the 

so called ‘Duniya’.... Instead, we lived in our own world, full of love, 

cartoon, sleep, and what not.... 
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But now ‘Duniya kya kahegi’ is the prime statement in my life said 

by my relations... 

Eg: Agar exam me acche marks nahi aaye toh ‘Duniya Kya 

Kahegi’.... 

A Drastic, Dramatic change..... 

15 

Our Priorities frequently changes.... 

It’s the rule of life.... 

The things we liked today, we might not like it tomorrow as the way 

we liked it when they were new... 

And as time passes by, those things become ignorable to us.... we 

even do not see towards them.... 

And they remain there only, for years & years, where we last kept 

them, with all dust and webs over them.... 

Applicable to both living and non-living things... 

16 

Dreams don’t have any curfews... 

Let’s try to make our Dreams alive... 

17 

A: What is the most challenging thing in this world?? 

B: To climb the Mount Everest.. 

A: I said most challenging!! 
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B: To send a man to space and bring him back alive... 

A: Nope... 

B (getting frustrated): Then What? 

A: ‘To maintain the consistency/ pace with your studies’ is the most 

challenging thing in this world... 

Because if you don’t have the pace, you can’t achieve anything in 

this competitive world... 

18 

I want to fly 

But my Wings are stuck somewhere 

And I’m trying to free it out 

So that I could reach my Destination... 

19 

A peaceful environment creates a sound body and a sound mind... 

A chaotic environment converts that body and mind to fragile.... 

20 

STOLEN 

Often, we regret when someone steals the things that belongs to us... 

But one thing we never regret when it’s stolen - Our Heart, stolen by 

the person we love...  
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21 

Sometimes I like the Darkness, because it helps me to hide my tears 

from being seen by others... 

22 

‘Raksha Bandhan’! 

‘Raksha’ means protection, right! 

Then, why the ‘Rakhi’ should be tied to only brothers? 

We can also tie the ‘Rakhi’ to our Parents, can’t we? 

Brothers should also tie a ‘Rakhi’ to their sisters, and of course vice-

versa. 

Sisters to sisters. 

Moreover, we should also tie a ‘Rakhi’ to ourselves, because we are 

the best protectors of ourselves, aren't we! If not, then we should be. 

Some ‘Prathas’ needs to be reformed! 

What’s your take on this? 

23 

Overthinking can give you pleasure or rage for short term but it’s 

always harmful in the long run... 
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Report on World AIDS Day 

2022 celebration in Dhubri 

Medical College 

Daisylina Murmu 

As the theme of the World AIDS Day 2022 is “EQUALIZE,” there 

was an awareness programme conducted by Dhubri Medical College 

and Hospital (DMCH) to spread awareness among the masses of 

Dhubri. As awareness is not enough and action is required, the 

theme “EQUALIZE” calls for an action to all the stakeholders 

which we are part of. 

There were various events organised by the faculties under the 

guidance of respected Principal-cum-Chief Superintendent, Prof. 

(Dr.) Anku Moni Saikia. 

 
Figure 1: Poster. 
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On 1st of December at around 8:00 in the morning, a handmade 

poster making competition on the theme “EQUALZE” was held 

under the guidance of Dr. Kabita Bora Baishya and Dr. Basabdatta 

Choudhary. The students were made to put their prepared 

handmade poster in the lobby of the academic building and present 

their poster to the judges. All the vibrant posters were so eye 

catching as well so motivating (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 2: Street play. 

After the poster making competition, respected Principal ma’am 

addressed the students with words of encouragement followed by 

few words by Prof. (Dr.) Gunajit Das, the Superintendent of 

DMCH. The students then forwarded towards the front of the 

outpatient department (OPD) complex, where the street play 

competition was held. The play was conducted under the guidance 

of Prof. (Dr.) Pulin Chandra Kumar, Dr. Arunava Borah, Dr. 
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Parimita Roychoudhury and Dr. Snehalata Kumari. Each of the 

house group (Chilarai, Kanaklata, Lachit and Maniram Dewan) 

participated in the play and spread awareness among the people by 

their tremendous acting (Figure 2). 

At last, around 6:00 PM, a quiz competition was conducted by Dr. 

Shyamanta Das along with two other faculties, Dr. Parash Jyoti 

Borah and Dr. Debahuti Das. There were eight groups comprising 

of two participants in each group. There was also an active 

participation of the audience from both the students and the 

faculties (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Quiz. 

Last but not the least, the day ended with the prize distribution 

ceremony, where few faculties as well the students bestowed there 

talent along with few words from the teachers congratulating the 

students for participating. Then the students were distributed the 

prize, though there were the winners but participation is more 

important. The winners were as: 
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1) Poster making - Gargee Gogoi 

2) Street play 

Best script - Chilarai House 

Best drama - Maniram Dewan House 

Best actor - Saifuddin Ahmed 

Best actress - Barsha Nath 

Best director - Mizanur Rahman Ahmed 

Best comedian - Amanullah Khan 

Quiz Competition - Adilur Rahman and Madhurya Das (Chilarai 

House) 
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Jhankar 

(Drawing section) 

“Which means chime or resonance. Resonating the knowledge of 

one’s soul.” 

- Ruwad Pegu 
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Untitled 

Gargee Gogoi 
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Untitled 

Mayurakshi Duarah 
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Equalize 

Madhurya Das 

Since the theme for the World AIDS Day 2022 is “EQUALIZE” 

and since we know that the AIDS patients are considered as 

untouchables because many a times people are not aware of the fact 

that AIDS does not spread through mere physical touch or contact 

and so to implement the theme “equalize” everyone should help the 

AIDS patients and support them as a friend which I tried to 

highlight in my poster. Also, in order to spread awareness among the 

common people making them aware of the facts how AIDS spread 

and how it can be cured is important and this is what I had drawn 

and wanted to depict through my poster. 
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Equalize 

Barsha Nath 
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Equalize 

Saswati Dey 
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Equalize 

Subham Paul 
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Equalize 

Gargee Gogoi 
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Vardan 

Abhishek Nunia 

I love photography and editing those pictures. Here is one of my 

favourite pictures which I have clicked (in Guwahati) and edited till 

date. I would like to submit it as my art. 
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Uttarayan 

(Story section) 

“Which means north-ward movement, mostly used with sun’s 

movement, which could also be meant like moving forward always, 

and it also is a film by Pramathesh Chandra Barua.” 

- Anal Jyoti Deka 
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Eternal 

Dr. Heemanshu Shekhar Gogoi 

“What is love no one can ever define because it is the undefinable something of a 

feel that transcends through all ages and time even eternity.” 

PROLOGUE 

Once upon a time, there was a girl whose name was 

CINDERELLA. Well, everybody... almost everyone knows about 

her... knows that how she was blessed by her fairy godmother who 

helped her in every possible way to escape from the inhumane 

atrocities and tortures of her stepmother and her stepsisters. It was 

in a way only for her fairy godmother that she could marry the most 

handsome and charming prince of the kingdom where she resided. 

Well, Cinderella’s mother died when she was still a very small child 

and who knows the fairy godmother that her story refers to might 

actually be her deceased mother’s spirit who loved her daughter so 

much that even death couldn’t hold her and separate her from her 

daughter Cinderella. All said and done... but about that... about her 

mother well nobody knows for sure and to be honest how could 

anybody know as about the origins of Cinderella’s fairy godmother 

nothing much was elaborated in her old as time fairy tale story. But... 

well one can always imagine things. Can’t one. The power of 

imagination... our birth right that none can take away from us. But 

apart from that I had my own reasons to believe that Cinderella’s 

fairy godmother who was always with her and who helped her in 

every way possible was actually her real mother and as I will 

gradually reveal and unfold my somewhat unbelievable story to you 

− you will not only be awestruck with questions of reality and 
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beyond but you will also start if not yet started to believe in the tales 

of the fairy tales and in a world of infinite possibilities. 

CHAPTERS 

Today the 14th of November is my birthday. I am blessed with a 

happy family... my mother (the most beautiful woman in this world 

for me), my daughter Trinity who is my heart and my wife in whom 

my soul resides and her name is.... I will let you know her name later. 

Well, I myself am.... You know my name. Don’t you. I am an Indian 

by origin but my grandfather came to New York and settled there 

and so we have been there since then. 

I consider myself lucky in every sphere. I am bestowed by my 

mother’s love which makes me feel that mother is definitely the 

most divine creation of the Almighty. But in some deep corners of 

my heart, there was always a cry. A cry for my father’s love as I was 

deprived of this very thing because.... because.... he was so adorable 

that God took him earlier than his time really was. Yes, you have 

guessed right. My father died when I measured five petals. One petal 

for each of my year’s bygone. 

The death of my father shook my mother unimaginably but she 

succeeded to maintain her serenity as she had a responsibility... The 

answer is too obvious as it was me whom she had to bring up and 

she did it with the love of both father and mother though she never 

married again. 

That’s why I feel myself lucky to have such a great mother but even 

then, a creepy feeling deep inside me haunted for a father’s love... 

this is nature humane.... I wanted to play games, to go fishing, to 
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share my secrets with my father and most importantly to tell him 

that how much I.... I love him. These things were practically not 

possible as I was far away from my father. But on my sixteenth 

birthday something happened... something for which I was not 

prepared at all... something that caught me unguarded... something 

that changed my life forever... Something that made me feel that yes, 

there is GOD above. 

* 

The incident has bygone twenty-three winters now but, in my 

memory, it still remains as fresh as yesterday. I can still clearly 

visualize my encounter... my encounter with my father. 

There were five more minutes for the clock to place both its arms 

like a humble namaskar towards the letter twelve which was in 

Roman inscription which would signal the arrival of my sixteenth 

birthday. I was there on the bed with my head on the lap of my 

mother. 

“You will be a sixteen years old handsome hunk just after five more 

minutes honey,” – Maa told me (I call my mother Maa). 

“Yes Maa,” − I replied. 

“See what I have bought for you as your birthday gift honey,” she 

told me as she handed over to me a very beautiful round aquarium 

made of glass with two very beautiful gold fishes in it. 

“It is indeed very beautiful Maa. It’s so nice of you. Thank you so 

much,” I replied. 
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“Hey, don’t mention that honey. Well frankly speaking you don’t 

look so happy... Is everything all right? – She asked. 

“Well... aaaa... I wish my father was alive and that we celebrate this 

day together,” I replied honestly. At this innocent reply, tears 

overflowed her eyes and went through her cheeks and she embraced 

me in her arms and said, “Look at the stars son,” – by pointing 

towards the night sky through an open window in our bedroom. 

“Your father is just up there who watches us from there. Your father 

is always around us all bound by the eternal connection of love 

though we cannot see him... he is always with us son... he is 

always...” The rest she was unable to utter with her tear-filled eyes. I 

could feel my mother’s agony and placed my fingertips over her 

cheeks and rub the little sapphires of tear drops and consoled her. 

This moment touched my heart and soul and it will remain with me 

till my last breath. 

Just then – the silence that prevailed was broken by the clock as it 

struck twelve announcing the beginning of my sixteenth birthday. 

“HAPPY BIRTHDAY SON” – Maa wished me and blessed me on 

my forehead. I hugged her and placed my head on her lap and her 

fingers were caressing and fondling through my hairs with love and 

care as I was looking at the twinkling stars through that open 

window and thought “I miss you father,” and then closed my eyes. 

“Son... Wake up son.” I heard something. Though the voice was 

unfamiliar I felt as if I knew the voice for a long time. 

“SON!!!!” – I heard again. I opened my eyes slowly and what I 

witnessed was truly unbelievable. I saw a bright light from nowhere 
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which condensed and sculpted itself into the form and exquisiteness 

of a handsome man with wings like ancient angels. 

“Are you God?” – out of curiosity I asked. 

“No, God is the most superior being. I am...” he was sulking in his 

words... as if his emotions were stirred to their utmost intensity... he 

sighed and continued with the words which still echoes in my mind, 

those words still make my heart calm and sad at the same time. They 

were − “... Son... I... I am... I am... I – AM – YOUR – FATHER.” 

It was truly astonishing and unbelievable. I couldn’t believe my eyes 

and my ears for what was happening. Was it really happening... Was 

it really true? There was a moment of silence and then tears filled my 

eyes. I recognised his face and ran from my bed and hugged him and 

held him as tightly as I could and then it’s quite obvious, I cried. It 

was a cry of love, of fulfilment and of gratitude. 

“I miss you father. I miss you very very much. I won’t let you go 

again. Never-ever. Please don’t leave me again father. I can’t live 

without you. I love you.” Everything just came out from my mouth 

in the fraction of a second. 

“I also want to treasure each and every passing moment with you 

and your mother son. Without you I am a lifeless soul.” Father 

replied. 

I nodded and embraced him and it felt as if I have found my share 

of heaven. 

“HAPPY. BIRTHDAY. SON.” He uttered and wished me. 
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“Father...” I replied and added – “You know father... I have always 

wanted you. You know na that a father is a son’s best friend. Do you 

know how it feels when all my friends and every other visit our 

school with both their parents on Parent’s Day and me only with 

maa. It hurts papa... it really hurts.” I cried in agony. 

“Don’t cry honey. Men DONOT cry,” – he consoled me with 

utmost love. “Hey son just look around and see what I have got for 

you.” He asked me to look and I looked. Wow what an ecstatic view 

it was. My eyes grew wide open with my eyelids going even above 

than they used to be. It was ethereal. It was truly enchanting and it 

felt like heaven. It was definitely a paradise... the seventh heaven. I 

saw and I realised that I was sitting with my father on the rainbow in 

the sky and was surrounded by rich sparkling waters. There was a 

white marble palace up in the sky covered by the clouds. I could see 

mermaids and angels and all of them were singing − “Happy 

birthday to you... Happy birthday to you...” 

“Do you like it?” He asked. I was just speechless. I was awestruck. It 

was the most amazing moment of my life. I felt like a celestial. 

“God has sent me to celebrate this very special moment of my life 

with you my son and they are all my friends who also wanted to 

wish you on your birthday.” He said and further added “Come!!!! Let 

me take you to the stars.” He holds my right hand smoothly and to 

my amazement I was there in the sky... flying up... higher up in the 

sky with my father. It was really a miraculous experience. After a few 

moments we landed in front of the giant exotically curved door of 

the great white marble palace. 

“Is this where you live father?” I asked. 
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“Yes son.” He replied. 

“But maa says that you live somewhere in the stars” – I asked him 

hurriedly. He smiled and replied, “Your mother speaks the truth 

darling. This place is indeed actually a star... a big star.” 

We went through the door and entered a giant hall. As we 

approached, I felt that my heart was pounding faster with serene 

happiness and joy as we were greeted by angels and heavenly 

creatures about whom I have come across only in never-ending fairy 

tales. 

Everybody out there bestowed me with different gifts − different 

things that I had always wanted. It was an atmosphere where love 

and happiness mingled together with rejoice like as milk intermingles 

with hot liquid chocolate. I tasted different delicacies whose mouth-

watering deliciousness made me feel as if I were the king of the 

world and every other dimension of time and infinity. 

My father took me to the central portion of the great hall where my 

birthday cake was waiting for me. Over it were sixteen candles all lit. 

Beside the cake was standing my mother with a smile on her face 

looking like a fairy mother. She is always an angel for me. Papa 

greeted her with a kiss as they really adore and love each other, and 

then both of them kissed me on each of my cheeks. It felt so 

soothing and melodious that I cannot express it in words. My mom 

then said “It’s time to cut the cake honey.” I came near the cake and 

replied to her with a childish smile on my face that – “It feels like a 

dream Maa.” Both maa and father smiled and I blew off my candles 

with a single blow of air from my mouth and slipped the knife 

through the mouth melting soft cake all laden with cream. The first 

piece of my cake I shared with my parents. Everybody out there 
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wished me and offered me a piece of cake all filled with their 

blessings. I felt as if I were a heavenly crowned prince with so many 

well-wishers blessing me. 

“Thank you, father.” I said with respect and gratitude. In reply he 

hugged me in the manner as if we were being united after millions of 

years of separation. 

“Time to show your birthday gift son. Just close your eyes and don’t 

open them until I ask you to do so. OK,” he told me. “All right 

pops,” was my reply. I could feel a burning sensation igniting inside 

me. A sensation I had never experienced in my entire life. 

Something that was weird... something that was new... something 

that made me breathless as I was escorted with my eyes closed 

towards my well awaited gift. Ultimately when I reached there my 

father asked me, “Open your eyes son.” 

There it was. My gift. I could see an angel wearing a very rich 

maroon coloured velvety silhouette and her face was covered by an 

erotic French mask in the same way as the clouds cover the 

sensuous melancholic moon in the gloomiest night sky. I looked at 

my father with great astonishment. My father sensed my feelings and 

said, “Son... I know you needed someone special to share your world 

and see I requested God to send His most beautiful angel to be your 

life partner.” “I love you dad,” I replied with a shy smile and then... 

and then I moved towards the angel and lift up the mask very 

delicately. At her very first sight I felt as if a couple of arrows of 

Cupid had struck and hit my heart directly. I was mesmerised by her 

rich golden brown curved flocked cascade of hairs and at the same 

time I longed to go deep and sink in her exquisite dark sapphires like 

deep aqua hued longing bewitching hypnotising eyes. She was truly a 

celestial beauty reflecting and radiating femineity from each and 
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every part and corner of her. “H-A-P-P-Y B-I-R-T-H-D-A-Y dear 

birthday boy,” she wished me. Her sweet melodious voice was like 

the sweetest and most surreal rhythm of notes that I have ever 

heard. It was magical. “Thank you,” – I replied with a shy smile and 

then asked her name “I am EVOLET,” was her answer. She was 

indeed my Aphrodite. 

“Evolet!!”– I replied. “Yes, Evolet,” she said and added, “In our 

culture Evolet means New Hope.” Well... she was definitely a new 

hope for me. Then... well... aaaa... ummm... I asked her – “What is 

your phone number?” At this everyone present there laughed. I felt 

like an idiot... and a shy smile just escaped from my mouth and I 

ended up with my left hand messing up my hairs. In answer she 

replied with a cute smile – “You will know soon.” I wanted to ask 

her so many things... to stay with her... and to listen to her voice 

which felt like sweet honey in my ears. 

“I know exactly how you are feeling now. I’m also feeling the same 

way. Even though I want to stay I can’t for right now. I need to go 

but we will meet again soon and... any ways happy birthday once 

again. Now it’s time to say good bye.” She uttered. She gave a 

smiling glance to my father and maa and then... and then for the last 

time she looked at me... her eyes deeply met my eyes with an 

intensity that’s hard to measure and then she flew away... flew away 

higher up in the sky and at the same time taking away with her a 

piece of my heart. 

“Good night.” − I whispered. 

“Evolet understands you my son and you are lucky enough that 

destiny has chosen her as your life partner for this life and ever 

after,” Papa told me this by placing both his hands on my shoulders. 
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I listened to his each and every word with a sense of satisfaction and 

then said to him, “You know father – you are the best – you know 

me well.” I hugged him. Then he said, “Honey, you know how 

much I miss you and your mother. I am incomplete without you 

people. It is your smile that makes me feel as if gardens of colourful 

roses are flourishing and blooming in my heart, mind and soul. I 

love you more than anything else.” 

Tears filled his eyes and I felt his deep love slowly pouring out as 

sparkling diamonds. I gently caressed my hands over his eyes and 

rubbed the glittering drops of his precious ocean of love 

overflowing his eyes. He held me and embraced me. For me it was a 

moment that has been longing deep inside me for centuries. It was a 

moment which treasured and moulded and taught me what it really 

feels like when a father holds his son. I felt more secure, more 

energetic and more like that of a child as his father is always a child’s 

first, best and foremost super hero. 

There was silence everywhere until a pair of heart-breaking words 

broke it. 

“Son... I have to go now.” – At these words of my father I felt as if 

my newly constructed heaven was shattering beneath me into pieces. 

“No father!!!! Please don’t go. You cannot leave me again. I won’t let 

you go father. Not this time. Please stay father. Please stay. PLEASE 

STAY...” – tears were trickling down my eyes and my cheeks as I 

cried. “Time waits for none son... time waits for none,” he replied 

with a silent calm voice. I could feel the depth of his agony that piled 

up inside him when he uttered those words. 
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He kneeled on the ground and held me by my shoulders with his 

face facing mine. Tears rolled down his eyes as well as mine as both 

of us knew that the time of departure had arrived. He looked into 

my tear-filled eyes and kissed me on my forehead and uttered, “My 

blessings are always with you. Take care of your mother. I am always 

and forever with you... I... I... I* LOVE* YOU* SON.” He 

embraced and tightly hugged me. I felt a deep pain of agony of 

separation burning inside me that no one can ever measure. 

Suddenly, I could hold back no more and I cried... more of an 

emotional outburst arising out of fear of losing my father again, 

“Don’t leave father. Please don’t leave... Father... FATHER!!!” 

I felt a sudden jerky movement and heard my mother asking me –

“Honey!!! Were you dreaming son?” I could see everything was 

standing there as before. There were no angels, no mermaids and 

also there was no palace. What I viewed was the same bed where I 

was lying down near my mother and she was there right in front of 

me. But my father... where was he now? This and a lot of other 

questions aroused in my mind but silence zipped my mouth. “Oh...  

ohho... no... honey... honey... Don’t worry. It was only a dream,” she 

replied. Was it really one or something else... I couldn’t understand 

then. 

“Sleep honey. It is only 3 O’clock in the morning as we have a great 

day ahead,” she told me. “Yes maa...,” I replied and as I lay down on 

the bed, I could still see the stars shining through the open window 

and could feel the mild breeze of cold air that touched me and made 

me feel as if my father was touching me with love and care in some 

invisible manner. 

* 
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I woke up at 6 O’clock in the morning and after I finished my 

routine works, I went to school. All my friends wished me but my 

mind was totally caught up and intimidated by what had happened 

the previous night. I was so deeply involved and concentrated in my 

thoughts that I didn’t even see the girl coming from the opposite 

side and before I could resolve it was too late. I hit her and both of 

us collapsed on the floor. “Ouch!!!!” – a single word escaped her 

mouth. I could see all her books were scattered on the ground and 

so was she. I immediately recovered and helped the girl get up and 

also to pile up her books. I was worried if she was hurt. 

“I am sorry... I didn’t intend to do this... I am so sorry,” – I 

apologised to her with a sorry face. 

“It’s all right. These stuffs happen sometimes,” – She replied and for 

much of my relief with a smile. She was very understanding and... 

wait... how can it be... it’s marvellous... it’s beautiful... She had the 

same beautiful golden-brown cascade of hairs and the equally 

passionate dark aqua coloured mysterious eyes like as the girl whom 

my father showed me up in my dream. I was then in a rush of 

emotions... a vivacious tornado of emotions to be honest.  How? 

How can it be even possible? I was speechless, perplexed and 

motionless at the same time until her sweet melodious voice broke 

the impending silence, “Hi, I am Evolet. I am from Romania... Ah... 

I’m new in this school. Will you be kind enough to show me the 

principal’s office... you know for school routine... well... what your 

name is?” I couldn’t believe my eyes or my ears or any of my senses 

for what I was just witnessing. For God’s sake, she was the same girl 

even with the same name whom I met in my dreams. I was just 

standing there as if a ten thousand volts of electric current had just 

hit me. I was hypnotised... mesmerised... pulverised. I felt as if I was 

flying. 
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“Excuse me. Are you all right?” she asked me. 

“...Yeah!! Yes. More than ever,” was my reply to which she gave a 

smile, a sweet loving beautiful smile. A smile to last a lifetime and 

even more. 

* 

“D-A-D-D-Y you are again busy with your diary. Come on daddy. 

It’s your birthday today. Let’s hit the videogame.” It was Trinity. My 

daughter. The most precious gift in my life. Her sweet voice fills 

rhythm divine in my ear and for her smile I can do anything... 

anything to make her smile. I took her on my lap and said, “Daddy 

loves you very very much sweetheart,” and I kissed her on her 

cheeks. 

“Where does my sweetheart live?” I asked her. “In daddy’s heart,” 

was Trinity’s instant cheerful reply. “And where does mommy live?” 

She was Evolet my dearest wife. Yes, we have been married for nine 

years now and we cannot live even a single day without each other as 

like the famous saying – Love blossoms more with each passing moment. “In 

daddy’s soul,” was my reply to Evolet’s question. She smiled. 

“What’s after dinner?” I asked Evolet to which she replied, “Trinity 

will go to bed.” “And... after that?” I asked Evolet by holding and 

caressing her soft right hand gently and lovingly with mine to which 

she gave a shy smile and then... she looked passionately deep into 

my eyes. The silence which prevailed in the atmosphere was soon 

broken down by my sweet daughter as she pulled my hand towards 

her and said, “Father come-na, the play-station is waiting.” “Oh 

honey... I am sorry for being late. Switch on the video game honey; 

papa is coming in a couple of seconds,” I replied to Trinity and then 
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she went to start up the game. I kissed Evolet and took my pen and 

started to write the last few lines in my diary which were – “I don’t 

know what I visualised that night many winters ago, whether it was a 

dream or some call from heaven. But whatever it was I truly believe 

that it had life in it otherwise how could have I ever seen Evolet in 

my dreams even before we had actually met. May be there is an 

eternal connection – a connection that binds a soul to a soul... Yes, 

the hollow space in my life for my father is still there. I will always 

love you father for all thy eternity in each and every dimension and 

ever after. It feels truly eternal and yes, there are more things in 

between heaven and earth that one can ever imagine.”  

EPILOGUE 

“.... and then Cinderella and her prince charming married and then 

they had kids and they lived happily ever after. THE END.” As I 

finished these last of the lines of Trinity’s favourite fairy tale, I saw 

that she was now fast asleep. She was looking like a fairy tale 

princess herself. I took a deep sigh and thought to myself that she 

was my ‘sleeping beauty’ daughter. “Sweet dreams honey. Good 

night,” I whispered to her as I kissed her forehead and then 

cocooned her with her blankets and her favourite fluffy teddy bear. 

As I switched off the light, I saw the glass covered window placed in 

the wall of the room and through it I could see the stars twinkling 

up in the night sky... shinning like hallowed diamonds... high up in 

the sky like as in heaven. Suddenly, a drop of tear moistened my eyes 

and unknowingly along with it also a silent parched smile escaped 

my lips at the same time. 

“LOVE YA FATHER” 

* 
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